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INTRODUCTION 
This is fundamentally a story of several stories. It is 
a story of the Indian of the Eastern vloodlands and the efforts 
made to condition his culture so as to Christianize and civil-
ize him for assimilation into vJhi te society. It is also a 
story of a white invader possessed with superior technological 
and cultural organization, . who has ruthlessly pressed for\vard 
on the road to completion of his "manifest destiny". 
The desire r1as been &~ong these and the conflicting themes 
ever contiguous, to shovr those factors ·vvhich limited the edu-
cation (and Christianization-c i vilization) of the aborigine. 
The plan is to recreate t h e 11 Nature of the Aborig ine" , the 
sort of huma:.t1.-being "~;;ho inhab ited these Eastern regions at the 
advent of the white man. The main play is placed on ethnolog-
ical data and the observations of reputedly scientifically 
trained or reputa1)le individuals. 
The second phase is t h e interaction of Red and Wnite 
cultures in the Colonial period. The attempt will be to des-
ignate the factors of trade, land, missionary, and native 
policies and reactions v.rhich limited colonial Indian education 
The end of the 1-vork is an attempt to shov-r the evolution 
and development of Indian education in the post-period of 
flux after the Revolutionary period and the advent of removal. 
I vi 
CHAPTER I: THE NATURE OF THE ABORIGI11E 
. I N EASTERN NORTH .Al\1ERI CA 
Origin An understanding of the nature of the American 
Indian is a prerequisite in order to comprehend the efforts 
made to educate, and thereby~ civilize and Christianize the 
aboriginal. It is not the purpose of this paper to delve into 
the many theories of origin such as that of Dr. A. Hrdlicka, 
who aili~eres to and claims proof for the Mongolian thesis. 1 
Asia, Malaysia, Polynesia, and Europe have been the basis of 
numerous hypothes e. s. 2 The 1·rorthy James Adair, early Eighteenth 
Century trader to the Cherokee, Chickasmv, Choctaw, and Southern 
Indians stoutly maintained their descent from the Jevrs as one 
of the Lost Tribes of Israel, and propounds twenty-three claims 
with the tribal organization as the basis.3 George Catlin 
firmly believed the North American Indians had Jewish blood in 
their veins' and gives publicity to a vfelsh derivation in the 
account of the ten-ship expedition of Prince Madawc in the 
4 
early Fourteenth Century from V'lales. - Lewis Hanke has found the 
Spanish have g iven credence to the Je1:vish connection, and also 
maintains John Eliot and Cotton Mather were exponents.5 Among 
lcited by A. Hyatt Verrill of the Museum of the American 
Indian , Heye Foundation, in The American Indian, p.l . as a 
foremost authority on the American Indian. 
2 Ibid., p. 3. 
3James Adair, The History of The American Indians, p. 15. 
4George Catlin , North American Indians, p. 109. 
5Lewis HaYJJre, The First Social Experiments in Amerj ca., p. 3. 
l 
other e arly observers,l Cotton Mather in his notable Mav~olia, 
had a lasting vwrd for posterity: "the devil decoyed these mis-
erable salvages hither". 2 Today l'-1:acLeod tells us scientific in-
vestigation has doomed any possibility of the Ten Lost Tribes 
theory.3 
I 
The Indians of the Eastern \•Toodlands The anthropologist4 says 
. I 
there are some six hundred separate Indian cultures, but only 
seven are large culture provinces. Of these, two: the Northeast 
vloodlands and the Southeast vlood.lan&, "\vill be considered of note 
here. It must be remembered that North America had two thousand 
odd tribal designations, the colonial fathers naming them in 
devious ways. These i'lere of . little classificatory value,5 so a 
basis was laid in culture.6 
The Northeast Woodlands in territory comprise approximately 
the Nevl England States, Nevr York, Nevl Jersy, Delaware, Pennsyl-
vania , Maryland, West Virginia, Ohio, Michigan, Wisconsin, and 
Illinois. The tribes include the Narragansets, Pequots, lviohic~ 
lvide., i'lilli.am Penn, Narratives of Early Fa. , p. 236. 
Ibid., Richard Frame, 1692, an exception as a disbeliever. Also, 
·
1 
Anon illous The His. and Present State of Va. b a Native and 
Inhabitant of the Place, p . 159. Univ. N.C. Press, 19 7 •. 
2cotton ~1ather, Iv!PGnolia Christi Americana, in ?. Miller 
and T.H. Johnson, The ritans, p. 503. 
3william Christie MacLeod, The American Indian Frontier,p.4 
4clark Wissler, Man and Culture, p. 15. 
5c. Wissler, The American Indian,p. 159. Tribal name thus 
usually derived from o~m language or from some other circum-
stances. 
6Ibid., p. 307. Cult:ures i'lere grouped according to 
objective similarities and geographical associations. 
2 
and Nevf England tribes, 1 the Abnaki group, the Micmac, the 
Delaware, the Nanticokes, and the Powhatan Confederation of Vir 
ginia. The Iroquoian tribes are also designated as are the 
Central Algonquin group: the Ojibway, the Ottawa, the Sh~~ee, 
the Miami, the Sauk and Fox, the Potawatomie, the Illinois, the 
Kic1rapoo, and the Piankasha'\'1. 2 Wissler accounts the Iroquois as 
related to Southern culture.3 Verrill indicates the Northeast 
groups as of four components: Eastern Algonquins, Iroquois, 
North East New England Indians, and Central Algonquins. 4 1iesley 
desig_nates the area as having tivo basic family languages: the 
Algonquin and the Iroquoian, in his recently edited map series.5 
The Southeast Woodlands comprise the regions including 
Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina, 
Georgia, Florida, Alabama, I-Ussissippi, Louisiana, Arlransas, an 
Texas.6 As the Northern group represented Algonquian and Iro-
quoian stoclr largely, this group of the South is mainly Musk-
hogean with the tribal composition as Creek, Alibamu, Koasati, 
Choctaw, Houma, Seminole, and Chickasaw. The Cherokees, how-
ever, are an important exception as Iroquoian stock and the 
Catawbas as Siouan. The Biloxi, Timugua, and Uchees are a 
lesser variant. The basic family languages have. been determine~ 
as Muskhogean, Siouan: and Iroquoian.7 
lvide., appendix B. 
2
'1i.ssler, (The American Indian) p. 155. 
3Loc. cit. · 
4verrill, op. clt., p. 241. 
5Edgar Wesley, Our America, 
culture.r 
6Wissler. Man and Culture, 
W A 8 (Early Indians and their 
• 15. - 7wesley, loc. cit. 
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Environment The land '\vhich vms the scene of the habitat of 
the northerly Indians had a dominant feature in its virgin 
coniferous woods: the Great Forest! It also had oak groves-
~hich filtered the sunshine, maple forests which cqst a gloomy 
shade, beech and hemlock branches interlocked to act likewise, 
and as was said, there \'las 11 an incredible numbre of vynes 11 ,1 
saplings, ~~d ferns. The Reverend Doctor Joseph Doddridge has 
significantly described the prominent feature of the wilderness 
as its solitude: 
the track of the adventurer bending his 
course tOI'fards the setting sun, over un-
dulating hills, under the shock of large 
forest trees, and wading through the rarur 
weeds, and grass ......• the day was, if 
possible, more solitary ~han the night. 
The noise of the wild turkey, the croak-
ing of the raven, or the ,,.;oodpecker 
tapping the hollow beech tree did not 
much enliven the -dreary scene.2 
1 The land was interspersed with fresh-v-mter lakes, and there 
r ere Slvamps, savannas, intervales, beaver meadOWS, sand barrens, 
~ nd balds. The area must not be conceived as thickly covered 
lli th primeval forests, as such(\ region as South Nevr England had 
Wall and spring burnings by the inhabitants for the purpose of 
{illine; the undergrov-rth and keeping the fields and 'ivoodlands 
ppen. William i'lood in Ne~rr England 1 s Prospect said: 
and whereas it is generally conceived 
that th-e woods grovl so thicke that there 
is no more cleare .ground than is he11ed 
1Richard G_. Lillard, The Great Forest, p. 4. 
2 -
1 Rev. Dr. Joseph Doddridge, Notes on the Settlement and 
~ndi~~ Wars, p. 20. 
4 
out by labour of man; it is nothing so .. 
... . . . . it being the custome of the · 
Indians to burne the vrood in November ... 
consumes all the unden1ood which other-
wise 11ould overgrow the Country, making 
it unpassable, and spoile their much 
affected hunting.l 
The east coast,especially the southerly part,had a number 
of rivers, wide as bays, along vrhich later the fingers of 
settlement were to creep. 2 In this region in New England were 
the W'.ai te Iv1ountains of New Hampshire and the lesser3 mountains 
of Massachusetts and Vermont vlhile south a bit vlere the Catskill' 
in New York and the Adirondacks, vrhich stretch to the Laurentian 
area of Canada. But all this is dwarfed by the massiveness of 
the Alleghany System which stretches in its vastness from 
Pennsylvania to the far reaches of Kentucky, Tennessee, and 
Virginia enroute4. In early days it was the Indian trail vrhich 
paralleled such 1;1a ter -vmys as the Mohavrk, Susquehanna, Delav1are, 
and Schuykill rivers. Later the whites were to 11 discover 11 these 
natural gateways to the 'ivilderness so rich and rampant beyond. 
The high plateaus and many mountains and ridges accounted for 
numerous valleys, the Shenandoah, "the Valley", becoming so 
1 Charles C. Wil~oughby, Antiquities of the New England 
Indians, p. 283 ~· Thomas Morton in New England Canaan also 
gives account. Billington in West\._rard Expansion, p. 38. says 
the Indians burned underbrush regularly to drive game into traps 
2Frederic L. Paxson, The Last American Frontier, p. 4. 
3only lesser in height, not significance or beauty. The 
)freen Mts. ft-nd Berkshire, as vrell as N. H. lv:Its., known also as 
Monadnocl{S • 
4Ellsworth Huntington, The Red Man's Continent, p. 59.~. 
5 
1trell knm·,rn later. The v-rhite man was to learn that t he \·my "\'fest 
was to go "South" first: from coastal plans to mountains to 
valleys to plains.l In this surrounding the Indian lived by 
means of agriculture, fishing, and hunting. The fall of snow in 
the northerly parts v.ras apt to be heavy in a long vlinter, making 
a short grm'ling season. Th is "t'las to greatly effect the economy 
of the Indians. Climate made survival a problem imminent at all 
times. The Indian cultivated small fields, often created by 
tree girdling, for maize, 2 squashes, and beans. He made use of 
fish for fertilizer, and used wood, bone, and stone implements. 
In the northerly region maple sugar was manufactured, and t h e 
use of berry food and such natural products was extensive.3The 
snaring of game vias common, and deer, bear, v.rild fowl and divers 
small species were hunted. Some tribes depended grea tly on 
agriculture, more pertinent a s travel south, while others were 
I chiefly hunters and migratory as game became wary and scarce. 
This latter factor was also to become a most important consider-
ation in the attempt to civilize and Christianize them. 
lRay A. Billington, Westward Expansion, p. 91. 
2Arthur C. Parker , The History of the State of Ne11 York 
p. 109. The Iroquois know twelve varieties including swee~rn 
and pop corn. 
3Loc. cit.,segg. Including starchy tubers, nuts, berries, 
salad greens, spicy leaves, and edible fungi· also mushrooms 
dried for 1-rinter, bark of the sassafras a root, colomus root, 
birch barlc, wintergreen leaves, hemlock tips, and Om'lego tea. 
4The habit of the Indiana to ta..lce off en masse for the 
hunt or new locations was a great disanuointment to the mission 
aries, who continually saw tfieir work u1sintegrating and thus 
giving them a feeling of futility. 
6 
The New England Indians had three general types of habita-
tions:the round house, the long house, and the conical house.l 
The round house was in outline similar to a hemisphere vli th the 
ground plan circular and an approximate diameter of ten to six-
teen feet. The height over the central fireplace was likely 
six to eight feet. One to several families occupied this type 
dwelling . Morton describes thusly: 
They gather poles in the woodes and put 
the great end of them in the ground, 
placinge them in forme of a circle or 
circumference and, bendinge the toppes 
of them in form of an arch they bind 
them tot;ether vii th t he Barke of ~lalnut 
trees 1-rhich is wondrous tuffe so that 
they mruce the same round on the Topp.2 
The poles were generally prepared by the men as was the frame-
.., 
vwrk over \vhich the \vomen fastened the mats and other coverings~ 
There were generally two entrances, one at the north and the 
1 other at the south, about three feet in height being allo·w·ed fon 
/ each, "and according as the wind sets, they close up one door 
· with bark and hang a deer's sl-\: in or the lilce before the other". 4 
The smoke escapes through an opening in the roof about eighteen 
inches square. 
The lodge, the second grouping, having an oblong, rectangu-
lar ground plan was semi~cylinder in outline. Used a s communal 
I dwelling, often with six or more families, it had two fires witn 
I 1Willoughby, 
2Loc. cit. 
3 Loc. cit. 
4 -Loc. cit. 
op. cit. 
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a framework made by setting poles in two parallel rows enclosing 
the floor space. Poles were bent to form arches mru{ing an arboP 
like frameworl{. Such a house ;..ras used for council or ceremonial 
purposes. 1 
The conical dwelling, common to such as the Abn~{i, 2 had a 
framevrork made of straight poles \vi th their low·er ends set into 
the ground enclosing the circular floor space, and the upper 
ends brought together and fastened. Such a frame, coming under 
the designation of "wigwam" ·? resembled somevrhat the skin tepee 
of the Plains tribes, being covered with bark mats or pieces of 
bar~oft held in place by a second series of poles placed over 
them. 
The habitations of the Eastern Indians are classified by 
Verrill as three distinct forms :4 "one a dome-shaped \vigv.ram 
covered \vi th slabs of bark, mats or rushes, or grass thatch; the 
1 second a rectangular gable-roofed house made of bark slabs sewed 
to a pole framework; and the third a rectangular house "t·Ti th 
!arched roof. 
I The famous 11 Long-House 11 , of the Iroquois has been described 
lLoc. cit.,~· 
2Loc. cit. 
3Loc. cit. The typical 11"t<rigvram" such as the Eastern Indians 
constructed "t·ras a hut consisting of a framework of poles cover-
laid 1vi th bark, rush mats or hides. The "tepee 11 , com.111on to the 
Great Plains, vras a conical tent , poles _making a framework 
ll with a cover of hides, and flaps regulating draft and escape of 
smoke. 
J 4-verrill, op. cit., p. 242. On pp. 49 ~,. a pertinent 
I account of mistaken ideas of Indian dvrellings. 
8 
I 
by many travellers and \'/Titers .1 Parkman says that it v;as 
generally thirty or thirty-five feet in length, breadth, and 
height, often larger, and covered with large sheets of the bark 
of the oak, elm, spruce, a.."l"ld vlhi te cedar. The fires -vrere in the 
ground in a line through the central part of the house. A porch 
was attached to stow casks of bark filled 1vi th smoked fish, 2 
!Indian corn , and similar stores such as penlli1ican, consisting of 
dried meat of deer and moose, 1vhich properly protected -vmuld 
keep many months.3 The problem of smoke was forrnidable. 4 Other 
J annoyances vtere fleas; and the absence of privacy; and the un-
bridled, unruly children.5 
The Southe~n Indian was living under natural conditions far 
different from those of his brother of the North. The mighty 
Alleghany front continued down menacingly · through the Virginias ;I 
but by the time it reached the lower Carolinas, Tennessee, Ala-
bama, and Georgia, it was much more accessible or by-passed. 6 
I I The fingers of settlement, as noted, 7 vtere to follmv the rivers 
1Solon J. Buck and Eliz. H. Brick, The Planting of Civiliz- ' 
ation in Western Pennsylvania, p. 31. EdnaKenton, The Jesuit 
jRelations and Allied Do.cuments, pp. 20, 108. Parker, op. cit., 
p. 106. Also, Fortescue Cumings, Sketches of a Tour of the 
Western Country, Ohio, and Kentucl{y, 1809 in Reuben Gold 
Thwaites, Earlv Weste~n Travels, p. 285. 
2Francis Parkman, The Jesuits in North America, p. XA~I. 
3vfissler, (The American Indian, )p. 7. 
4Parkman, 0n. cit., p. XXVII. · 
5Loc. cit. 
6Huntington, op. cit., p. 61. 
7Vide., p. :?. 
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to the fall-line in the future, sweep over or around the 
moULDtains, and pick up the streams again. The Indian had his 
tuck y, it vvas the more dense, but here fe\·T Indians made their 
home, it serving as a hunting preserve.l 
The climate vms much '\'larmer as he continued south, and the 
rainfall with a corresponding decrease in cold weather gave him 
a longer growing season for his crops. The fertility of the so 
was such in general as to be greatly productive of maize, peas, 
pumpl~ in, tobacco, cane, beans, melons, and potatoes as well as 
!other vegetables, many growing wild. Three types of corn 
I I especially y.;ere known: the smaller ripening in tvvo months; the 
J yellm'r, flinty "hommony'_' corn; and the larger for bread-mal~ ing .2 
Crops planted in spring, ripened in two months.3 
There were swamps, savannas, sand barrens, and balds in 
greater profusion than to the north, but the soil i'fas in genera 
much superior; for the glacial deposit of rocks, and a corres-
pondingly much rougher terrain, wa s absent. There 1·Tere fevrer 
lakes likewise, and the character of the grassy vegetation 
differed. It became bunchy rather than thick, the upkeep I·Jas in 
finitely more easy, and the lru1d tended to lead the Indian to a 
the 
t h e 
1Billington, on. cit~, p. 
"Dark and Bloody Ground 11 • 
Sbawnee of Ohio fought and 
2Adair, on. cit., p. 406. 
3L . •t OC. Cl. • 
165. No tribe actually occupied 
The Cherokee of Tennessee and 
hunted there. 
10 
sedentary existence. 11here necessary, he girdled and burnt 
trees. The Choctaw and other tribes of the Muskhogean family 
were strongly agricultural and lived in villages of substantial 
houses. The Cherokees were further advanced than their kinsmen, 
the Iroquois, who were among the better agriculturists of the 
north.l This aborigine supplemented his living by hunting and 
fishing, however, Deer, bear, bison, turkeys, and other small 
game were fairly plentiful. Ni@1t birds and birds of prey such 
as the ha'\\f'k, raven, crow, and eagle were refused as food as ~rell 
as an animal that died naturally. 2 The exportation of deer hides 
by Carolina, Virginia, and Georgia was later to become a com-
petitive and profitable industry.3 The Indian caught fish by 
stunning 1rlith a blow of club, shooting v;ith arrows, use of bone 
hooks, harpoon, -basketry traps, nets and weirs , ~~d the more 
Southern tribes by intoxication with a bittern root spread on 
water.4 
Woods and field provided hickory nuts (later to provide 
food for bumper crops of hogs), strawberries, vrild potatoes, 
grapes, and other fruits. Of these, the redskin dried and 
stored '\·rhat was possible. Chestnuts, pers·immons, and coonti 
roots furnished him vfi th the ingredients to mal~e a type of 
bread 5while he also made use of bear's oil and hickory nut oil. 
lHuntington, on. cit., p. 163. 
2Adair, op. cit., p. 131. 
3ven1er W. Crane, The Southern Frontier 1670-1732 p.lOO.~. 
4Adair, on. cit. , p~ 402. Wissler, (The American Indian) 
p. 237. The Choctaw vrere expert at harpooning . 
5wissler, l~c. cit. 
11 
I 
The Southern Indian h ad less need of a vlinter home than his 
brother of the North, yet his domicile -v;ras substantial. In 
general there 11'ere tvro forms of dwelling : the first, a type used 
by the more Southerly aborigines such as the Seminole, was 
rectangular, rose a fe\v feet from the ground on posts , had 
gable roofs, and was palm thatched and lacked walls, _ the other 
type was very similar, but had walls of palm leaves •1 There 1..;as 
also a use of circula r and oval houses; and rectangular dwell-
ing s, simila r to t h e northern, with arched or dome shaped roofs, 
'-'Tere not uncommon. 2 Palm thatch, bark, mats, and 1-.rattle vmrk 
plastered with mud or clay were used in the construction.3 
Adair 1·ras much impressed \'Ji th the 11 clean, neat, dv1elling houses, 
vthite-wa shed in t h e int erior ivith an oyster-shell solution 11 • 4 
The use of store houses iri this climate was extensive for the 
storage of corn and dried meat ~nd fish as well as other product~ 
of the intensive a griculture. The observant botanist, William 
Bartram in a trip through the Cherokee, Creek confederacy , and 
Choctavt region in the late eighteenth century was much impressed 
i'l i th the 11 airy c.ool apartments 11 and furnishings. 5 
The Individual The Indian of North .America. varied in color 
from a· near blaclr to a pale olive vii th the more northern tribes 
as a rule lighter than the southern. It must be understood that 
lverrill, op. cit., p. 280. 
2wissler, The Ameri can Indian, p. 87. 
3Ibid., p •. 237 , seq. 
4Adair, op.' cit., p. 413. 
5\vm. Bartram, Travels 'Xhroug._h. North and South Carolina and 
Georgia, East and West Florida. 
12 
in appearance, man.11.er, and mentality, the tribes w·ere most 
heterogeneous to make a genera l statement. Th is would be as 
valid as if one \vere to amalgamate the Nordic and Latin in 
I Europe. There were, hovrever, some general characteristics, and 
some features were applicable to geographical groupings and 
kindred races.l 
These Northeast Indians varied from a bro\'m to a pale ocher , 
aided by red stain, and had clea r cut features with high cheek 
bones, aquiline noses, and narrovr dark eyes. Many \"rore t h e 
tracti tional scalp loclc of the \'farrier while others wore black' 
coarse hair, long and braided. A feather or t1,ro might decorate 
the hair on rear of head. The Shawnee was note1wrthy in "head-
dresses of skin with feathers about the edge and with a pendant 
feather 1 tail' which some\·rhat resembled war bonnets". 2 
The clothing vras briefer in sum..TTier than 1-vinter. A breech-
lcloth, leggings, and moccasins of buckskin for the males, and a 
short skirt open at sides, with buckskin moccasins and leggings 
for females comprised the wear for warmer weather. In winter 
both sexes wore buckskin arm coverings resembling leggings; and 
capes ~ robes, and mantles of skins l'>li th the fur or hair on 
them. 
1 
The decoration of garments , according to station, was ram-
pant, with many highly decorated with designs worked in dyed 
moosehair, porcupine quills, and wampum. Later they were to use 
1verrill, op. cit., p. 47. Good somatic pictures. 
2 I ' . d 
__!2.L·' p. 243. 
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European products such as . beading. The design was generally sool 
and patterned after the everyday leaves, ferns, grasses, and 
flowers of their land1 , the latter so important a factor in the 
thought and heart of the aborigine as the 1vhi te intruder 1-ras to 
find. 2 The classification of the moccasin is a study in itself 
with six distinct types and many variations in existence among 
all Indians, these Northeastern tribes using the "gathered or 
.J 
puckered to a tongue on t h e instep. 11 The height and general 
physical appearance of the warrior was little hidden by his 
wear. The accounts of early observers vary in many respects 
and are the basis for many mistaken observations. 4 The Indian's 
clothing vras loosely 11orn for mobility, and his structure v.ras 
most readily apparent. The 11 tall , athletic, splendidly built 
male" vras often a near likeness of the warrior types of various 
tribes. The Indians, according to etbnological data~ ~1ere not 
las a rule unusually tall, and averaged less in stature than the 
!white men as a whole. The feather headdress has often perhaps 
been misleading. Likewise, the average Indian was not a power-
fully bull t man or \vell-proportioned in the heavier sense . Long 
a fter a corresponding age sequence in the white man, he v.;as 
slender and sinev;y. The forest-dvrelling and hilly-locale d;,·J'ell-
ing Indians of the North East \vaLL{ed a great deal a11d had body 
and limbs more muscular and as 1vell proportioned as any people 
libid., p. 245. 
2Hm·mrd H. Peckham , Pontiac and the Indian U:pri sing , p.103., 
seqq . Herbert L. Osgoqd, The .American Colonies in t11e Eie;J.1.teenth 
Century , Vol. I, p. 468. 
~Verrill, loc. c~ t. ivc • _ 
--~:~~~ V~de. ,h~~p.504 ~n lv.i:iller,op.cit. ,:g.2. 
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of other parts of the hemisphere. 1 
The Indian of the North East,- situated as he \vas in a 
latitude promoting energy,2was also continually engaged in inte 
tribal conflict. It vras this factor which later was played 
1 upon so advantageously by the European.3 The redskin used no 
I armor in his skulking, raiding warfare. He made the utmost use 
of cover and deception. He had no- lances; but depended largely 
on the bow and arrow, and as an auxiliary, the ball-ended and 
gun-shaped wooden club. The North Eastern Indian, according to 
4' 
Verrill, had a bow some 11 five feet in length, slender, with a 
distinctly flat back and rounded underside. Often it \vas re-
1 
inforced vri th sinew and used sinews or rawhide for bmvstring. 
The war arrow had a lance or spear type of head. The arrmvs 
ranged in length from twenty-three to twenty-seven inches and 
invariably had several feathers attached. 
The blov-r-gun, or blow-pipe, \vas knovm and used by such as 
the Six Nations, but the North American Indian was never ~nown 
to use the poisoned dart in this fashion?Stone-axes, the 
formidable 11 skull-crackers 11 , a double-ended stone-head attached 
to a supple rawhide handle, were the predecessors of the trade-
tomahawk. 
In Massachusetts was found the notable grooveless axe in 
1Th1.9:., p. 47. Bradford, Historie of Plj;.:...;mouth Plantation, 
287. 
2Huntington, op. cit., p. 120. 
3Cited by many authorities. 
4verrill, op. cit., p. 240. 
5Ibid., p. 183. 
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its original handle, which is one of the more valuable arti-
facts in the Museum of the American Indian, Ne'i'l York .1 It was 
ably preserved under water. Gookin likely refers to such a 
lhafted grooveless axe as this hatchet in his comment: "toma-
hawks made of wood like a pole axe vli th a sharpened stone 
fastened therein" .2 Knives and daggers of stone, metal, wood, 
arid bone were used by most tribes. 
William Penn, long the friend and esteemed by the ·Indians 
I for his honesty and consideration, said as ''Proprietary and 
Governour of Pennsylvania" in a letter to the Cornmittee of the 
Free Society of Traders of that Province, residing in London, 
1683: 
"For their Persons, they are generally 
tall, straight, well-built, and of 
singular Proportion; they tread strong 
and clever, and mostly walk with a 
lofty chin: Of Complexion, Black, but 
by design, as the Gypsies in England: 
They grease themselves with Bears-fat 
clarified, and using no defence 
against Sun or \'leather, their sltins 
must needs be swarthy: Their Eye is 
little and black, not unlike a straight-
look 1 t Jevv: The thick lip and flat 
nose, so frequent 11i th the East-
Indians and Blacks, are not common to 
them; for I have seen as comely 
European-like faces among them of both-
as on your side the sea; and truly an 
Italian Complexion hath not much more 
of the vfuite, and the Noses of several 
of them have as much of the Roman."3 
1Willoughby, op. cit., p. 143. 
2naniel Gookin, Historical Collections, Mass. His. Society, 
1lst 
I 
Series (reprint 1859), Vol. I p. 152. I 
3penn, op. cit., p. -230. 
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In 11 an Historical and Geographica l account of Pensilvania 
I and of \'lest Ne1v-Jersey, 1698 11 , Gabriel Thomas, who reputedly re 
sided in the colonies for fifteen years, gives an account sur-
prisingly similar to that of Penn.l The German traveler, 
! Francis Daniel Pastorius in a letter to his father, Melchior 
Adam Pastorius, Frankfort, 1700: 
11 The Savages are, in general, strong, 
agile, and supple people, v.ri th black -
ish bodies; they vv-ent about naked at 
first and wore only a cloth about the 
loins. Now they a re b eginning to wear 
shirts. They have, usually, coal-bla ck 
hair, shave the head, smear the same 
\d th grea se, and all0\'1 a long lock to 
gro1rr on the right side. They also be-
smear the children with grea se, and 
let t hem creep about ' in the heat of 
the sun, so that they become the color 
of a nut, although they were at first 
white enough by Nature."2 
An intelligent, trained English observer on a trip in 1809 
remarked of the fine appearance in physique and dress of the 
Sha'\mees.3 Halsey cites an explanation of the 11 Sasquesa-hanock s 11 
by Captain John Smith in 1608 as "a mighty people •...•. great 
and well-proportioned men ........ seemed like giants to the 
English. 11 The noted chronicle r of t he Iroquois also narrates 
of George Alsop who in 1668 ca st the same tribe of Indians as 
"men being for t h e most part seven foot high in latitude".4 
1 Ibid., p. 333. 
2Ibid., p. 384. 
3Ibid., (Vide., this 't-rork p. 11) P. 285. 
4Fra-ncis -Whiting Halsey, The Old New York Frontier, p. 17. 
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The Southern aborigine l•ras reputedly shorter, stockier, 
deeper-chested, and smaller limbed in average than his North-
eastern counterpart.l He was rarely deformed, and was exceeding 
swift of foot, able to travel many miles very fast. 2 His color 
"ttTas also said to be darker and nearer a true brown. 3 Indians 
thought the color of whites was obnoxious. The continual ex-
posure to a sun hotter for more calendar days than., in the north 
was a basic reason for the darker color while parching winds 
helped. Rounder faces, thicker lips, broader noses, and eyes 
more oblique were also apparent. The 11 Chiltkasah 11 vrere notorio 
broad faces~ coming perhaps from the custom of flattening head 
in youth by weighing the head dmm with sand-bags. As negroes 
became more common, and escaped to the wilds, they intermixed 
with the Indian, giving the latter a skin dusky-brown. - A 
warrior of one nation wore his coarse, black hair in time of 
vrar differently from those of other nations to shov; his contemp ' 
A well considered trader's account described the Creeks and 
Choctaws: 
"annoint selves constantly 'ttrith bear's 
oil or grease mixt with a certain red 
root which produced India~ colour in 
white in a few years •...... in general 
they are strong, 1.;ell proportioned in 
body and limbs, surprisingly active 
and nimble and hardy in own way of 
living5 . ... ~ . have sharp penetrating 
·2::"11 black eyes.v 
1Adair, O:Q. cit., p. 5. 
2 9. Ibid., p. 
5Ibid., 3verrill, loc. cit. p. 6Ibid., 4Adair, op. cit., p. 8. p. 
3-
5. 
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\'lilliam Bartram gives a picture of a 11 tall, well made ma..n, 
eyes lively and full of fire, his countenance manly and placid, 
t f i h · ili 11 (a cl'"'ie"".~. ) 1. ye -- eroc ous • . . . . . ~s nose aqu ne. . ... 
The climate permitted a brief costume for men in the warme 
months of a breechcloth and moccasins ;vi th robes of sk ins, 
native fibers and leathe~;ork in the colder periods. The 
moccasins "\Arere 11well-smoked deerskin, reaching vrell up the legs 
to protect them from brambles and braky thickets". 2 Nearer the 
Mississippi region deerskins were utilized for shirting and 
leggings.3 The women made use about the loins of a rectangular 
skin or fabric worn lll~e a skirt. Their winter clothing was a 
robe and deerskin moccasins. The Seminoles \'lore much more 
clothing, elaborately decorated with feathers and aigrets, and 
including sashes of intricately woven beaded textiles.4 They 
were particularly adept in weaving various natural fibers, 
feathers, opossum hair, and buffalo wool into garments, pouches, 
garters, b~lts, an.d sashes. Their coppersmiths furnished 
ornaments for both sexes such as rings, bracelets, earrings, 
arm bands, and gorgets.5 
As indicated heretofore, these Indians were hunters and 
fishers besides being skilled agriculturists. The bow was long, 
flat, ~~d rectangular in section, 0 while curiously different 
lw. Bartram, op. cit., p. 183. 
2Adair, op. cit., p. 8. 
3verrill, op. cit., p. 284. 
4verrill, op. cit., p. 285. 
5Adair, op. cit., p. 169. 
6verrill, op. cit., p. 2 76. 
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from other tribal regions, the later Southern Indians used metal 
arrow points of conical form.l Arrow points of wood, cane, 
j stone, bone, and antler, fire-tipped, were also used. The 
II 
arrovr \·ras far longer than. that used by the colder-regioned 
tribes. 
The blov.rgun reachec1 its highest development in North 
America with the Indian here concerned.2 There were two t ypes 
widely in use, one of smoothed and straightened cane and the 
I other of bound, grooved sections of vrood in the form of a tube. 
1Non-poisonous darts vrere made of tufted, twisted cane. Hardwoo 
c~lubs much lighter than the heavy knobbed war club heretofore 
mentioned -v;ere preferred for close action. A vmr party usually 
imbibed a purifying physic of bitter root to consecrate itself 
I for the -vwrk in hand; and for three days and nights, there vms 
no cohabitation with women.3 
1 Loc. cit. 
2
verrill, op. cit., p. 277 • 
. 3 Adair, op. cit., p. 159. 
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"THE NATURE OF THE ABORIGI1TE 11 
. (Continued) 
Organization The linquistic class ification employing con-
ventional historic names for several social groups has been re-
ferred to heretofore. 1 The group names have historical origins 
and are neither systems of tribal relationships nor the same of 
l e qual social values. 2 
I The Northeast Indians had several representative systems 
of political organiz.ation. 3 The NeH England tribes had as the 
unit of tribal organi zation, the family. The head of such woul 
be a competent individual under v1hose leadership others would 
attach t hemselves. A clan consisted of a number of families 
joined by ties of blood and adoption, its head being a subchief 
lwhose duty was· principally to counsel and advise his followers, 
descent being reckoned through the female line.q A group of 
families having been brou&~t together under more or less tem-
porary conditions v-ras known as a band. Such a band might thus 
form a village whose composition may or may not have been com-
!posed of a specified clan group. The tribe, forming a political 
and territorial group, constituted several clans "organized 
politically for the commonwealth of its members, who occupied a I 
given territory, and were ruled by a sachem or head chief". The 1 
- I 
alliance I I! tribe 
lvide., Notes p. 3 this v-rork. 
often was independent in status, although forming 
2Wissler, (The Americru~ Indian) p. 159. 
3Willoughby, op. cit., p. 278. 
4 Loc. cit. 
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with a neighboring tribe or tribes against a co~~on enemy. 
Such an alliance, variable in permanency and stability, formed 
the confederacy. 
Wisslerlspeaks of the evolution of the typical tribe, ac-
cording to locality and not in generality, as the "local group", 
a band under the leadership of a competent individual, ".'Ii th its 
nucleus as the family. As hunting people, changing locale of 
habitation with the season and scarcity of game, the band main-
tained tribal solidarity by meeting once or twice a year en mas 
The tribal government then functioned. He also speaks of the 
Ne'l..; England clan as organized on the basis of taking mother's 
group name. If the father's group name vJere taken, it \vas not 
a "clan" but a 11 gens" organizational factor. 
The Abnaki Confederation v.ras organized on the basis of 
descent through the male line and thus was "gens 11 .2 On the 
other hand, the Iroquois Confederation vras a "clan" organizatio 
uith female desc~nt.3 The regions of more intense culture seem 
to be of the clan type.4 
Parl{er likei~Vise maintains the simple unit as the family 
!merging in number into the tribe with membership in the clan 
jhereditary in either father's or mother's line. The relation-
ship was exogamous, persons of the same clan (or gentile) not 
lwissler, The American Indian, p. 160. 
2Willoughby, loc. cit. 
3parker, op. cit., p. 80. 
4vlissler, op. cit., p. 164. 
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marrying. 11 Husband and 1-vife, therefore, \vhile they might meet 
in family council, "\·rere members of different clan councils". 
Hereditary or elected representatives from the clan councils 
constituted the tribal council of civil chiefs.l In the Iroquois 
system, the close federation between tribal groups was not far 
short of the organization of a compact political state. 2 The 
Iroquois called themselves the "Ongive Ovreh" or "Men of Men" 
and believed themselves "the chosen people" 1vi th rights that 
transcended the rights of others.3 
Halsey'l is a great champion of the Iroquois while Morgan 
made an early thorou~L study although criticism to his sympa-
thetic findings has been published.5 
MacLeod ma...lces the comparison of the relatively democratic 
confederacies of tribes such as t h e Iroquois and Abnaki v,ri th the 
Atlantic undemocratic consolidations and overlordships.6 In the 
latter the organi zation was quasi-feudal with a pyramidal chief-
ltain subservience from 11head of a family to the head of a band 
of families to the head of a group of bands having a village in 
lp , . t 78 arKer, op. c1 ., p. • 
2wis sler, The American Indian, p. 165. 
3parker, op. cit., p. 81. 
4Halsey, op. cit., pp. ll-15. 
5Le\'ris H. Morgan, Leap;ue of the Iroquois, chq.mpioned by 
Halsey. and in vlide use as authority on the Six Nations. Paul ~ 
Radin in Anthropology in North America refers to Morgan as firs 
"accurate observatJ. on of social organization but lacking scien-
tific sanity and has "ethnological naivete 11 • John R. S"ivanton i 
given as the "Modifier'_' of Morgan's work. - I 
6
·'Ji - ~ ~ t 22 llacLeoa, op. c~ ., p. • 
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common, to the 'kine{ or head civil chief 1'lho ruled over severaJ 
II 
villages. Such vlas Massasoi t of the \vampanoags. The referenceE 
to the feudal composition of the Atlantic Coast tribes are 
common in earlier \vriters .1 A scientific analysis is given by 
Speck. 2 # 
vlhile there were independent tribes in the Southlands, 
there 1·rere also such confederations as the Creek and t h e Pm,r-
hatan: somev-rhat loosely associated. In general, the chiefs of 
these tribes had pm·rers more or less limited and in important 
matters, a council vvas held to rea ch a decision. 3 The clan 
system \vas the prevailing factor through female descent -v;rhile 
the family v.ras the basic unit. 4 An eye -vri tness relates: 
A war captain announces his intention 
of going to invade the common enemy 
which he by consent of the whole nation 
declares to be such. He then beats a 
drum three times round his winter house (sic) 
\vi t h t h e bloody colours flying, marked 
\vith large strokes of black- the war 
signal of blood and death.5 
Such a flocking to an acknowledged leader was an indication of 
loyalty and patriotism \'lhich while it evidenced acl{novTledgment 
1 Pelli~, op. cit., p. 235 
2Fra~~ G. Speck, The Nanticok e and Conov Indians, p. 221. 
Also, Native Tribes and Dialects of Co~-D., a Mohegan-Pequot 
Diary, p. 207; and Territories, Subdivisions, and Bo"\:ffidaries of 
the Wampanoag, Massachusetts, and Nauset Indians, p. ll.(quoting 
Roger Williams, p. 28.) . 
3Vide., \'lm. Bartram, op. cit., p. 33. for opera tion of 
council of the Creeks and Cherokees and traders and merchants of 
Georgia over land cession and debts. 
~~issler, (The American Indian). p. 240. 
5Adair, op. cit., p. 380~ 
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of leadership, did not ind icate any subservience. There was a 
respect for the liberty of the individual and equality iri 
rights. 1 
There were no traces of a police system in the tribes 
under consideration. The concept~ in general, was "life for 
life" , not unlike the ancient Hebraic2 as regards the act of 
homicide, there \vas a conventional procedure followed. The 
Algonquian tribes as a rule acted under the community's re-
sponsibility with a trial under the authority of a chief or 
shaman. The procedure was for relatives and friends of the de-
ceased to be persuaded by gifts and speeches to forgive the 
offense. Such tribes as the Ojibway and Micmac in a negative 
verdict for the accused permitted instant execution by those 
concerned.3 
vli th the Iroquois, there 1·1ere more formal trials than . was 
COITlli1on to the others.4 The procedure differed in that murderer 
were subject to immediate revenge by an injured family unless a 
peace token were quickly offered and accepted. The tribal 
council, hov.rever, by custom could intercede and attempt media-
~ion. The rejection of amends by the deceased's survivors left 
them free to exercise the right of execution. In the clan or-
ganization, there was a limitation on retaliation, but blood 
feuds developed in the lesser tribal organizations~ It was a 
libid.' p. 378. 
2W'issler, _..T.,.h:.::e;..__:Am=-~e::.,;r~i-=c"""a "'n,___,I,..n",,d~i=an=, p. 180. V_i_d_e., Cumings, .QU..-
~' p. 287. 
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3wissler, loc. cit. 
~Loc. ci1:,. 
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.custom of such as the Iroquois that the murderer be erased from 
society in similar fashion to his victim. 1 Some Indians require~ 
double payment for the murder of a woman as she v;as a breeder o 
children. 2 The trial of vli tches among the Six Nations. was a 
very formal affair an occasion with a sitting of a regula rly 
constituted body before the general council.3 
Th e Indian here, a s elsewhere, believed in blood vengeance 
and retribution.4 Murder vias adjusted by the interested parties. 
On occasion, there was ¥flrat amounted to some police to preserve 
order during ceremonies, but t here was n o punishment of the in-
dividual.5 
The attempt to preserve the integrity of the family was 
notevwrthy in the punishment for adultery. In the early days, 
the offender was put to death,6but l a ter this was lessoned to 
the loss of hair, nose, ears, or lips. 
There vms also a custom prevalent to forgive an offender to 
society (except for murder) if he were able to escape to the 
vroods, and succeed in maintaining existence there' till an annua 
ceremonial occas ion in which he mi ght receive clemency and make 
atonement.8 
1I' . d 181 0~ •. , p. . '! 
2~astorius , op. cit., p. 433. 
3Wissler, The American Indian, p. 179. 
4!he idea of vyngeance was a common story. The celebrated 
case OI Chief Logan s murdered Mingoes and his reve. nge is note-
worthy.Occurred in 1774 in Pa. at the hands of frontiersmen. 
~Wissler, The American Indian, p. 180. 
Adair, op. cit., p. 139. 
~Wm. Bartram, ou. cit., p. 143 
Adair o • __ ell_._ _ _ 
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lj .. The opinion t hat Indian men looked upon manual labor as be-
l
neath their dignity, and regard squa~·rs as inferior being s h a s 
some substance; but there is also much to indicate othe~tise.l 
I 
Women among such as the Iroquois had a power greater than men in 
some respects as descent was by the female clan. As "o-vmers of 
the land 11 and of the family 1 s personal property, they vTere 
· .. 
councilors of the confederatiop. 2 Men had an abundance of duties 
to attend to, although many people fail to realize these re-
sponsibilities vrere quite pertinent. 
I The man had to hunt and fish, important to even the more 
sedentary tribes, this often encompassing a long tramp or paddl 
He also vmrked in stone and vlOod, participated in ceremonial 
meetings, attended medicine lodges, made canoes, toboggans, 
snowshoes, and fashioned his charms, medicine, and regalia. In 
war there were hardships and the threa t of death; and as battle 
I 
was ever im..rninent, the vrarrior made and repaired his vteapons. 
The women were not treated as slaves,3 as often claimed, but by 
necessity, and often cheerfully, performed the menial tasks tha 
Jwere their allotment. They planted corn and pounded it to meal 
lwith mortars and pestles, made bread and dres s ed the game and 
fish. They also made Indian mats, ropes, hats, · and baskets of 
_,, 
I 4 
lhemp, which gre1r '"'ild in the vroods. The intellectual sage of' 
the Puritans in Magnolia was highly critical: "The Il1:en are most 
lverrill, op. cit., pp. 214-51. 
2Parker, op. cit., p. 103. 
3Buck and Buck, op. cit., p. 35. 
4Thomas, op. cit., p. 341. 
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/abominably slothful; mak ing their poor Squa• .. rs, or vrives, to plan/ 
and dress, and barn, and beat their corn, and build their wig-
lwams for them; which perhaps may be the reason of their extra-
ordinary ease in childbirth".l 
The Indian woman had the usual burden of the household and 
ll field duties among the Southern Indians while the male busied 
!
himself 't·rith the chase and ~rrar. In the South, however, the 
,greater development of agriculture and the pottery, textile, and 
!steatite arts accounted for much more of the male time than in 
the northerly areas. The Cherokees made admirable pipes of 
stone, carved with annual effigies, 't'lhile the Catavrbas '.vere al-
so highly skilled.2 There was an extensive use of steatite I 
vessels and some copper~'lork. 3 The pottery utensils in scroll de- 1 
,sign of the Catawbas ·v.,rere of a very high state. The manufacture 
of wooden spoons, bowls, trays and buffalo-horn ladles was 
common. Low carved vmoden stools had a use~ 
Basketry among all tribes and especially the Cherokees 1vas 
aried and inclusive. 4 Beadwork vri th scroll designs decorated 
baskets~ and hopper-shaped baskets, for use vd th 
reast or brow attachrnents and harness for carrying the products 
fields,and other burdens, were utilized. There were 
1 asket trays, and the Chocte.1vs, so efficient in asricul ture, us , 
a scoop shovel shaped winnovTing basket. 5 
lMather, of. cit., p. 504. 
2Wissler,The American Indian) P. 237. 
3Ibid., p • . 2 64. 
4verrill, op. cit., p. 281. 
5Loc. cit. 
The Indian here concerned was a friendly person. His 
culture was based mainly in the northerly regions on the chase, 
vlhich 1-ras the root of much inter-tribal vrarfare, but he shared 
air, land, water, and food as common to all. It was obligatory 
to offer food to visitors and its a cceptance mandatory to avoid 
· offense. The Bucks relate the ca se of James Smith of Pennsyl-
vania, a captive of the Indians, \'lho ,'las reprimanded by his 
Indian capturer for failing to supply sugar and bears-oil to eat 
vlith a shoulder of venison giv~tl · .. -to a visitor. The neglect was 
in f a iling to supply the best available, and in the error of 
I youth! 
By custom a traveler might select .the lodge of any clans-
man a s his temporary home.2 Food and shelter were the common 
property, but it v:as customa r y to replace t hat vfhich vlas used, 
which limited the indolent. 3 Gift \'las g iven for gift. Clans of 
a mother automatically took in t he orphaned child; and in their 
organization "every individual hadhis place, his duty, and his 
protecting group". 4 PeYL."'1. has written voluminously and was 
voluble in his praise of the aborigine hospitality.5 Father Bre-
beuf often found t h e aborigine a prince of good fellows,6 while 
Father Marquette7 was impressed with their gentleness and k ind-
ness. The early French and English fishermen and traders found 
lBuck and Buclc, on. cit., p. 31. 
2parker, op. cit., p. 116. 
3Loc. cit. 
4Loc. cit. 
5penn, op. cit., p. 232 se;q •. 
&Kenyon, op. cit., p. 106. 
7Ibid., p. 350. Vide., Kellogg , op. cit., p. 240. 
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/ a welcome from the natives along the coast until they began to 
mal-\:e off vJ'i t h them a s slaves •1 The scientific summarizat ion of / 
Verrill in his chapter 11 'ti'.nom t he Vlhi te Men Found 11 , is clarifying 
1and informative.2 
I 
The hospitality of the South, so indigenous a claim, was 
not neglected among the redmen there. Adair remarks on the 
11 mild, amiable, modest , and seldom noisy women",) while Wm. 
Bartram makes an interesting report of his reception by a Creek 
vlarrior and chief in his 11 refreshing apartment 11 . and a dinner of 
hot corn c~~es, sodden venison , a pleasantly cooling hommony and 
/mille liquor t hat appealed greatly to his t a ste. 4 It -.,ras a cornmon 
!custom to make greeting vrith a vigorous arm-shake.5 
Religion To discuss the religion of the pre-white Indian is 
'at once a complex and simple problem, for its es sence is 
probably of both of t hese. It is difficult for us in this day 
of the white man's culture and civilization to understand the 
Indian concept of God. Our inf ormation is derived l a r gely from 
the accounts of missionaries and pioneers who too often were 
biased and misinfo1~ed a s well as not understanding the Ind ian 
personality. We also find it hard to conceive of the multi-
plicity of tribal beliefs and the aspects of mythology, ceremony 
ritual, dreams, and spirits. It is refreshing in t his seeming. 
lRobert MacFarlane, Indian Relatives in Neyr England, 
. 2verrill, op. cit., p. 226. 
3Adair, on. cit., p. 5. 
4wm. Bartram , op. cit., p. 349. 
5Adair, on. cit.: p. 183. 
I 
p. 15 • 
1 maze to find the worship of idols lacking and the presence in 
the Indian mind of the concept of an intangible and all-
Pmverful and Seeing "Great Spirit". 
Paul Radin quotes Professor Boas as follmrTS in regard to 
magic pm'ler amongst all Indian tribes as a fundamental concept: 
The religious life of the individual is 
the belief in the existence of magic 
power, 1·1hich may influence t...."lJ.e life of 
man, and which in turn may be influenced 
by human activity ••... magic power must 
be understood as the wonderful qualities 
which are believed to exist in objects, 
animals, men, spirits, or deities, and 
which are superior to the natural 
qualities of-man.l 
In this respect, the 11 0renda 11 of the Iroquois, and the "Manito 11 
of the Algonquins amongst those of numerous other tribes are 
11 magic pmAJer 11 • The pm.ver inherent in natural objects thus be in · 
more potent than the natural pm·rers of man, he should regulate 
his actions vli th a desire to retain the good will of friends 
and neutralize the conduct of those who are hostile. It vlas ac-
cordingly the primary and individual duty for a warrior to equip 
himself in this spirit of animism id th a personal guardian 
spirit or pov;er vlhose desires and Hhims were to be satisfied.2 
There were no shamans or intecessory priesthood; the former was 
a foreteller of the future and a healer of the sick \•rhile the 
latter vias a demonstrator and keeper of rituals.3 
The Iroquois are said to have a conception of the Supreme 
1 Paul Radin, op. cit., p. 271. 
2Wissler, Tne American Indian, p. 199. 
3Loc. cit. 
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Being in "Thunderer" or the "Majestic Voice'' (Ha"\venia) v-rhile 
"Sky Holder" was also greatly revered.l Both of t hese v-;ere in-
tangible beings dwelling in the sky. Other tribes h ad t heir 
idea of the "Great Spirit 11 , the IViaster of Souls. The r e "\vere 
also four cardina l beliefs fundament al to popular belief in the 
Six Nations: 1. Men and their actions were under the continual 
surveillance of t h e good Gods such a s Hawenia. 2. Greater 
happiness in the hereafter was to be en joyed thr ough aru~erence 
of social virtues and religious fe a st observation. 3. The soul 
was unde r the judgment of the "Watcher on Sky Road"- to be de-
stroyed or to survive. 4. T'nere v.ras a brotherhood of all 
created t h ings.2 
In alliance contiguous with the "int angible spiritual" con-
cept of religion, 1.ve r e the numerous ceremonies and fe a sts. In 
these t h e ritual v-ras often intricate and involved the interpre-
tation of dreams and t h e vagaries of secret societies.3 The 
outher-n tribes maintained t h e usual multitude of aboriginal 
~eities dominated by a Supreme Being . 
~ctive among some tribes. 4 
A worship of t h e sun Has 
T'.ne ceremonials h ad the uses of drums and masks, rattles 
ade of shells vli th pebbles enclosed, and v-;hi stles. Verrill 
., 
lpark er, op. cit., p. 116. 
2Loc. cit. 
3verrill, op. cit., p. 262. 
4The Natchez of the Mississippi East Region were notoriousl1 
,ddicted to worship of the sun. These Indians ivere also organ-
~ zed on a strictly centrali zation basis with a hereditary royal 
r amily, unique to aboriginal America i n its functioning . ' 
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cites the game of "rocket 11 in which tails of animals were vvorn 
as charms and thus the 1.;earing of such in the dance insured to 
the wearer the various attributes of speed, agility, and en-
durance of the animal designated.l 
Adair witnessed the throwing of meat into the fire while 
eating to placat.e the spirits,2 and John Bartram on a trip 1vith 
Conrad Weisar through Pennsylvania observed the despatching of a 
bear and the ensuing "ligaments 11 being cast into the fire, vrhich 
is done 1:ri th great solemnity and abundance of invocations 11 • 
Education There were no schools amongst the aborig ines in 
the fashion such as we know .4 The child early came to learn the 
myths and traditions of his people as they were recited at the 
campfire.5 A.rnong the Iroquois, the bards (hegcota) made countles 
visits to homes and gatherings, relating stories and legends of 
animals and fairies .(jungaoh)6 
The youths as they grew older tried to commit to memory I 
the chants and ceremonia l addresses from listening to the recita: 
of the religious and civil rituals. All that was recorded vrere 
pictographic reminders of t hese thing s on bark, wood , and 
mnemonic strings of vrampum. 
lverrill, on. cit._, p. 278. 
2Adair, op. cit., p. 115. 
11 3John Bartram, "Observations on Inhabitants. Climate. Soil, 
etc., p. 24 ~· . 1 
4\vissler, (American Indian), p. 187. J 
5E.M.Loeb in his anthropol0gical '1.-lork on the \'lest Coast 
made a study of the Athabascan language group and found schools 
based fin learning the tenets of religion.. "J;.rimitive Indian Edu-
catio6 E. M. Loeb, School and Society, 32: _#820, Sept. 1930. 
Park er, op. cit., p. 119. 
I 
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The practical pa rt of the boys' education '!;;as important. 
They 'l;vere placed under the tutelage of an older man to be 
trained as hunters and 'l;varriors, the vrhole course of instruc-
tion being considered a game. Amongst the noblest of the arts 
was oratory. It was an indication of great ability to be able 
to spea..'l{ in such as council, a task not easy. The · orator must 
,memorize t h e rituals and perfect himself in extemporaneous 
speaking . By trial-and-err or under the guidance of the old men, 1 
the youth became quick at repartee and -v:rary at tripping an ad-
versary. Perfection h ad the use of the rhetorical and the ap-
plication of much apt metaphor.l Patience was a great virtue to 
be learn ed in nrenaration for t he council meeting. Some of the I • . 
! aspects of modeyn education were apparent, such as the elements 
I of the "field trip", not so ne,; to the ages, in t h e observation 
1
1 
i of the concrete and natural. Many young men traveled in company! 
I . 
with older hands to witness and have pointed out the flora and 
vegetation, the v ariou s "~;-Tild foods, and the haunts of vdld 
animals. On such as this they lea rned the "kno'l;;-how" of the 
forest, the key to survival in the "rilderness. They came to 
knovr the birds, animals, trees, and pl ants so as to ma..1{e use of 
them in time of need.2 
Girls had their educ ation through doing also. They -v;rere 
trained by the house matron in the household routine. It '\vas I 
lLoc. cit., seq. I 
2Loc. cit. Also, Vide., Margaret Mead, The Changing CulturJ 
of an Indian Tribe, in which she casts formal Indian aboriginal 1 
, education as myth telling, moral exhortation, training for re-
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1 lig~~~ eri~,~nd initiat-ion -~nto~~cieties. 
==========================*======== 
love for their children. Their leniency v-ras perhaps foreign to 
I 
the white, especially to the European of t he e a rly periods. 
It \liaS customary to use a dmonition and ridicule instead of 
i force . and punishment. A disobedient child was given a ducking 
in cold \·Tater for remedial trea t ment but rarely '.'las a he.nd l a id 
on him.l In all this the young girl i.-vas steeped through child-
hood and maidenhood as sh e gradu a lly assumed more and more re-
sponsibility in the conduct of the household. Unfortunately, 
for the aborigine of North America, lack of sanitary knowledge 
'
made the mortality rate high among them. The prognosis was 
thus poor for survival, and the advent of the vlhi te man i'Ti th h i 
many diseases was to mruce for evil days. 
In later years the Ch erokees 11ere to become famous for 
their educa tional efforts and accomplishments , which had a 
J basis in the earlier days. 2 ~ihile long embroiled , lllce other 
I tribes in the disastrous intertribal l'rarfare, the Cherok e e s be-
fore the advent of t h e 'i'Th i te ma."1 knc,,.; hm'f to count to one 
hundred by a s y stem of numeral names. The g en era l custom among 
t h e aborigines vra s to count by 11 sleeps 11 vrhen traveling :" So man y 
sleeps to coun cil meeting 11 ~ . Notched stick s \vere used also, as 
well a s the count of tens by use of fin gers . Their year vras 
lwissler, (The American Indian) p. 187. 
2l'•Iarion Starlcey, :: The Cherok ee · Nation. 
3wissler (The Ame rican Indian) p. 11 segg. 
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divided into Spring and Sum..lller. Count was kept by lunar month. 
II The education of the y oung vras typically lenient. The 
1
1 youth vlas trained in the practical manner in the trade of the 
1varrior and the various arts (textile , basl{etry, stone. ) He 
learned by imitation and through guidance of an elder. The art 
I, of oratory and the right to attend council were the goals of a 
youth aspiring to -vrarrior recognition.l The children of slav-es 
vrere equal in all respects. 2 . 
Punishment vras irregular 1vith ridicule an important factor. 
Corporal punishment was not stressed, althou~ Adair says tha t 
he witnessed the public punishment with a whipping by the head-
man for youths charged vlith being "overly effeminate"3. The 
younger the subject the lesser any punishment. 
lAdair, on. cit. , p. 15, relates the memorable speech in 
behalf of dead chief. The speech of Sagona-ha (Redjack) of 
the Senecas to lviissionary Alexander, -in Nel';r Yor~ Council is a 
classic, as is that of Logan. 
2wm. Bartram, op. cit., p. 18]. 
3Adair, op. cit., p. 156. 
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CHAPTER III: Trill SP&~ISH COLONI AL PERIOD 
The evolution of segrega tion: plan for economic absorption 
The experience of the Spanish Crown in Latin America ,.;i th 
the Christianization and Civilization of the Indian is imuortan~ 
1 in order to understand the Spanish effort in settlement i: I 
Florida and the adjoining country. Neither French nor English 
11 influence had the effect · on Indian culture that the Spanish had 
for many years.l The method of segregation, long experimented 
with by the Castilians in "trial-and-error" , 1vas the early basi 
of the reservation, adapted universally later. 2 The educational 
policy of the Spaniards was closely interwoven with and con-
ditioned by land, economic, missionary, and native factors. 
The basis of the educational system was the modification 
I of Indian culture through supervised segregation which super-
! ced~d the earlier conception of the Crown in neither expecting 
or desiring to disturb the native economy and political life.3 
A combination of colonial landowner demands and the inability 
I !of the Indians to pay the royal head-tax had resulted in the 
. 4 1 forma tion of the repartimientos , or abor gangs, the organiza-
tion of which limited the expansion plans and pofits of the 
colonists. They, accordingly, informed the Home government tha 
1Evelyn C. Adams, American Indian Educatiol}, p. 12. Vide., 
C. MacLeod for extensive coverage of Spanish in America. 
2Loc. cit., Calif. Supt of Inds. Beale during Gold Rush of 
1849 promoted small detached Spanish-type suuervised reserva-
tions to nagate Indian hostility. -
3MacLeod, op. cit., p. 71. 
4Ibid., p. 80. Columbus vTas responsible for these labor gan . s 
1=====4t='-..i;ie~~~:t.;~~~~~4,~~~~~l - s~t to pacify the a~~itious and a~d 
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the Indians thus living in their own villages and under their 
mm chiefs and comi11utin5 to the colonial farms to vrork each day , 
had erected barriers of resistance to European education, cul-
ture, and civilization , as vvell as Christianity, that vrould pre-
vent the mutual success and profit of native and Spanish alike.l 
The outcome of the universal dissatisfaction "~:ri th the edu-
cative and economic results from the repartimientos was the es-
tablislliuent of the encomienda system which assigned the Indians 
I in ne'\v cre'\vs to work for the colonists. The colonist had the 
!responsibility of seeing that the Indians 1vere instructed in 
religion and the European technology. In return, as before, 
the colonist was to pay the native head-tax, but the Indians 
were to 'ivork as he directed. 2 The encomienda now became in 1545 
the official CroW11 policy and soon evolved into a forced-labor 
and segregation policy. 
Forced-labor leads to mutual destruction The expectation of 
the integration of Indian and European and the mingling of the 
cultures from the encomienda were never completely realized.3 
The Europeans brought disease, strong drink, and lawlessness . 
~~ They were offensive, domineering, and dishonest. The Indian was 
in no condition after such an exposure to be educated or in-
doctrinated vri th nev1 ideas. He despaired and revolted. 
libid., p. 81. 
2Adams, op. cit., p. 7. 
3Lev1is Hanke, The First Social Experiments in America, p. 
23. Ferdinand in Casa de Contratacion 1~12 ordered white 
vlomen sent to colonies as Spaniards 1vere marrying Indian \vomen 
'\-rho are far from lJeing r ational creatures" 
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The C01Th'Il.endec1 Indians came to be segregated little by 
little from contact with all Europeans except the missionaries, 
official instructors and BUardians. The Crovm despatched "Pro-
tectors of the Indians ••to each colonial government, v.rhose duty 
l as agents, was . the enforcement of laws relatingto the protec-
tion, guidance, ru1d education of the Indians. No officials of I 
Churchlor State, or their families, 1trere permitted to hold ~ I 
comiendas. The hee.d chief functioned as mayor of his com .. muni ty I 
I 
and the native workmen traveled freely from home to . field and 
workshop. There was a limitation on household use and the 
number assigned to an encommendero 2. An important factor was 
the requirement that a priest must be employed to teach the 
Indians.3 
Land limits education to exposure to European method The 
effect of the Spanish land policy was to give the Indian land; 
but in so doing, make it of only passing value, as his 01'111 per-
sonal time and services came gradually to be more dominated by 
the colonist. The exploitation of the land correlated with 
that of the Indian, and limited education largely to exposure 
to white method. 
In the 11 pacifics,tion11 of the .l~meric.as, Spain had title 
direct from the Pope, and the Crown had the disposal of all 
land and iru1abitants. In the fifteenth century, the royal 
lr~acLeod, op. cit. ,p. 92 seculat' clergy did not maintain 
a strict adherence to vows. 
2This 'i'las the colonist vlho received the benefit of the 
labor of the Indians for paying their head tax. 
3IVIacLeod, ou. cit., p. 93. 
I 
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treasury had not been benefited by the flow of gold from Mexico 
and Peru, and conauistadores were rewarded with land grants and 
the governorship of such. 
Iv!any Indians vrere granted the righ.t to cultivate a piece 
of land for themselves, but the inability to pay the head tax 
gradually pressured them more and more into the forced-labour 
system to v.rork and fulfill the government's regulation; The I . -
jsovernment hoped in the systems of repartimiento and encomienda 
to familiarize the native with European methods and technique 
so as to educate him enough to "assume the role of a Spanish 
laborer" in the prevailing econ~my .1 The Indian was to vvork for 
the colonist, and thereby become skilled. He then would be able 
to maintain his owD farm in the remainder of his time. The 
Colonists, however, desiring more land and greater profits con-
tinually petitioned (and threatened) 2 the Home government for 
! greater use and exploitation of native labor and land. Nw~erous 
Indiru~s lost their l~~d through non-cultivation, others were 
forced to sell; a..."l1.d i'fhen the encomienda forced labor system 
came to a close tow·ard the end of the seventeenth century, 
there v.rere many Indians who became "free citizens 11 , destitute 
of means of support, landless, and practically beyond the 
_reaches of' educational rehabilitation immersed as they \vere in 
the toils of peonage. Yet there were benefits from the en-
comienda system of' segregation that compared favorably with 
libid.' p. 81. 
2Ibid., p. 90. Peru had revolt and Mexico threatened. 
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later mission settlement s and reservations: The Indian vras les s 
exposed to the degrading European aspects; he was compelled to 
labour and learn something under European tutorage; h e was pro-
tected from disease; and the t raditional, universal scourge of 
the na tive, internecine warfare, was minimized.l 
The role of the missionary, as in many other parts of the 
\'lorld, vtas to grea tly affect the Indian in Spanish America. 
From the start of the exploitation of the native, it vms the 
Dominican or Franciscan or allied orders \vh ich prote sted at t h e 
The first aut h oritative religious attack on the forced 
labor system that caused repercussions was that of Fath er An-
libid., p. 325. The warfare of the Iroquois so tragic to 
I ndian survival in t h e northerly regions vtas not of sucli degree 
here. 
. 2Ha!1..ke, op. cit., p. 5.His apologetica vras vivid denuncia-
tion of anti-Indianites. He ins isted on p rouer catech ism be-
fore babtism. MacLeod, op. cit., relates I1. is .1: influence on l!.:ng . 
''rri ters \'l"ho feated on hls denuncia tions. 
1 3MacLeod, op. cit., p. 82. 
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the Indians, for he was a deeply religio:s man, but 1vhat could 
replace the system of forced labor as a means of educating the 
I 
benefiJ 1 natives? I . 
The Indian retired to seclusion and refused to 
1 from exposure to European educa tion and agricultural and indus-
trial method vlhen he was left alone. 
The result of early monk activity \vas the sitting of a 
board of advisery juntas by Ferdinand and its resul ting'\·;hi te-
"\'!ash" of the forced labour system as the only way to civilize 
the Indian.s. The institution of reform '~;ras 1vhat was needed. 
The passage of the 11 Laws of Burgos", 1512 , was designed to do 
this, and in fact, the employing of women and ch ildren was 
'greatly restricted, expecially in the item that no mine or fiel 
labor vms authorized. Encomiendas still continued, hov1ever. 
In 1516 Las Ca sas reached the ear of Cardinal Ximenes, 
regent while Charles V vras yet too young to wear the 11Purple". 
The mon1{: ' s fervent attack caused His Eminence. to appoint a Com-
mission of Jeronymite Fathers, to investigate the status of 
Indian education, civilization, Europeanization, and Christian-
ization. The group was to hear the colonial version and also 
the ideas of the native chiefs, and \'las authorized to abolish 
Jthe system of forced-labor for a reservation set-up, if neces~ 
sary. l Once again the forced-labor s ystem \•ras approved as no 
substitute was evolved by any party concerned. 
The ensuing demonstration of the Dominicans in Quatemala 
and the excellent administ ration of Cortes in Mexico resulted 
1
\ llbid., -o. 85. Experimentation with several small 
==========~·~~e=rv= at1ons enued with a la ·ue of smallnox. Indian 
I 
i 
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in Charles V being convinced of the possibilities of advance-
ment for the American Indian. On 11 juntas 11 advice, he enacted 
the "Nevi La1:rs 11 of 1542, proclaiming the negation of any policy · 
to create new encomiendas and also terminating those in exis-
tance 1vi th the demise of the holders. European war and the 
/ strong petitions of co~onial interests, threatening a breach of 
magnitude in the colonies, were sufficient to cause the busy 
monarch to revise his plru1s. The forced-labor policy became 
official, and the Indians were left to the care of the mission-
aries. 
The mission nromotes''voluntary 11 civilization The dawn of the 
! eigl1.teenth century found Spain in decline in the Nevr World and 
the encomiendo lapsed .1 The hope of the Indian nm.r reposed vli th 
the missionaries, and they 1vere equal to the. task. The mission-
aries decided to break clean 11-ri th the old order and no longer 
attempt to free the dwindling number of Indians immersed in the 
official system.2 The -limitation of the lack of a definite, 
/1 concrete policy was overcome. 
The new policy of the monks -...ras based on the establishment 
of the mission in the field.3 They would convert and educate 
the pa3an natives. Retaining the structure of native political 
organization, they planned to modify it to Spanish custom. The 
lroid., p. 93. Philip was to plunge the nation into bank-
ruptcy by ruining its credit viith international ban.l{ers. 
2nisease and hard labor resulted in decimation, g iving rise I to the . influx of a large N.egro addition. I 
3The Jesuits operated the 11 Reduction 11 in Paraquay and Uru-
gua~. Noah Porter discusses the foundation of the Loyola order I 
in 'Ed. Systems of Jesuits and Puritans Compared 11 • 
II 
I 
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idea 1-.ras to have the native community evolve toward eventual 
free municipal status. In order to conserve the number of monks 
available, i·fhich 1tvas limited, the economic . basis 'i·Tas communisti 
The established set-up was essential if the educational aspects 
for the promotion of the civilization and Christianization of 
the Indians vtere to be realized. 
The regimen ·vras strict, for the missionaries 'tvere realists, 
especially in the wilds. Boys reaching five years of age were 
instructed every morning in religion. The native elders com-
muned and decided on a trade best suited to each boy. The 
missionaries had native helpers in the guidance of the communi-
ty life, v-rhich also included organized classes for girls. Com-
munal labor in groups supervised by native committees, accom-
plished the necessary work. The land equipment for agricultura 
and industrial endeavors, and animal stoclc v;ere the property of 
the group. There had to be a gradual exposure to the tenets of 
European civilization. 
Thus the mission plan adopted the segregation policy of 
the encomienda. The missionaries were the tutors, l·ri th native 
assistance, in the missions, and others were not v1elcome. The 
general idea of the mission was to "persuade the native to ac-
cept the settled life". 2 Assumption of' mission lif'e , bound the 
native to control by the Cro1vn and the authority of the mission 
aries. Indians 1 .. 1ere regimented f'or the good of the community 
1MacLeod, op. cit., p. 336. 
2Ibid., p. 341. 
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and vrere not permitted to come and go. Those 11 taking-off 11 ,,rere 
apprehended in every possible case. 
Land under mission policy could not be alienated, and in 
practice similar to reservations, was held for eventual allot-
ment in fee to the Indians. The grea t diffe r ence in t h e mis-
sions, hm,rever, -v;as that Indians 1:rere forced to l abor under i n -
struction and subjected to compulsory education. The mission 
policy was successful in the end in preserving the Indian r a ce, 
and vms the best l{nm-m method for the civilization and exposure 
of the Indian to the social and economic routine of the white 
man.l 
1 Non-profitable trade restricts education It was early thougb
1 I that the Spaniards had made contact ;;ith Asia and the Orient and 
that t h ere would be an ensuing profitable t rade in such as rich 
spices. By 1513 this mistake \·ras knm·m, and hope 1.·ras trans-
ferred to gold and silver. It Y.ras some t'i'renty-five years, h oH-
ever, before any grea t output swelled the royal coffers. In 
the meamvhile there vias a heavy cost in ships, explorations, and 
missionaries.2 
One of the early differences in the colonial and economic 
aspects demarcating Spanish enterprise was the lack of the 
business company or 11m1 ted corporation. The Crown vms the a-
gent controlling Spanish exploration, exploitation, and coloniz-
ation. The great expense in outlay before the advent of 
1Loc. cit. 
2 Ibid., p. 77. 
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treasure: was a source of immediate concern to the Home govern-
ment; for one of the fundamental objects of the -Crown, as a 
1 Vassal of the Pope, 1-.,ras the conversion of the Indians to Chris-
tianity, education, and civilization.l The whole endeavor was 
such as to make any outlay for education and Europeanization 
scanty. The colonies must be made self-sustaining ~~d profita-
ble, and the welfare of the natives placed in the trust of the 
administration of the agents and the humanitarianism and fervor 
of colonists and missionaries. 
' 'Teal th was centered in the production of agricultural 
products and allied industries, thus making it pertinent to es-
tablish a source for labor in the encomienda • The absence of 
any rich fur-bearing animals in most of Spanish Latin America 
v1as of great benefit to the Indian as it erased any possibility 
of a greater distribution of alcohol and firearms as in most of 
North America, 2 and likevfise made the native more sedentary and 
inclined to agri:cul ture for subsistence, thereby enhancing the 
advancement of exposure to European methods on the farms of the 
colonists. 
The Indians "rebel" at white exploitation The Indians 
limited the efforts to educate them by early acquiring a hatred 
f or the offensive, brutal, domineering European and his typical 
Negro overseer. Before segregation, the native in the days of 
the reuartimiento and early encomienda, avoided contact after 
1Loc. cit. 
2 I' "d Dl • , p • 312 • 
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~rorking hours '~;lith the European so as to forego any further vwe. 
This vras accordingly promoted as a reason for segregation and 
the later forced assimilation of the Indian, in one -r.,·ray or an-
resulting in the loss of the little land to wh ich he had title. 
The means of communica tion vrere slm,r, and the holding of colon-
ial office by many individuals who were poor administrators and 
cruel to the Indians further enhanced their hatred. 
The Tuzulutlan, Guatemala experiment by Las Casas in 1537 
and the heroic, cooperative work of the Tlascalans \'lith Cortez 
in Mexico resulted in the Laws of 1542 and a formal indication 
by Charles V, who vras very just and patient, of the worthiness 
j of the Indian.l Many Spaniards vTOndered whether the 11 bestial 11 
habits of the 11 savages 11 could not be corrected by ed~cation. 2 
!Columbus had given rise to the "noble savage 11 theme but the Laws 
of Burgos, 1512, had debunlced this vri th 11 Long experience proved 
that Indians are naturally inclined to laziness and vice 11 3. The 
first thirty years of experimentation had convinced the govern-
1ment that it vvas quite impossible to fit the Indian into the 
economy of the Colonies as the Spanish workman found his natural 
place in the home economy.4 Segregation with forced-labor event-
lHanke, 
2 Ibid., 
!Tomas) . 
op • cit • , p. 2 • 
p. 5. Dominicans Juan Ferrer, Domingo de Santo 
, . 
4
Ibld., p. 
Ibid., p. 
21. 
58. 
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ually promoted Spanish culture at the expense of the native, and 
the missions saved the Indian from gradual extinction or reduc- J 
tion to few in number. 
The Florida Mission The Spanish story in Florida is a tale 
of excellent missionary accomplishment unsupported by the neces-
sary civil action and prey to English economic advancement. Be-
fore 1565 there had been no· success by Spaniard ·soldiers and 
churchmen in the South.l De Norvaez and De Soto were ill re-
ceived, and it \-..ra.s not till De Aviles conquered Florida as a 
. . 
"pacifier" and instituted the "mission policy" that any headway 
v-;as made. 
The missionaries now took over in 1565 and a trgolden 
period" of mission life prevailed till the 1670's. 2 The Jesuits 
lhad their efforts paralleled and extended by the Franciscans. 
I 
The Apalatchee Confederation \vas largely converted in 1633 \ii th 
the establishment of prosperous mission villages and the eternal 
stone church. Able organizers, the friars tried to vrin Indian 
confidenc-e by devious means. A study of the Indian dialects 
was made, and key Indians were placed in strategic positions so 
as to win their constituents. Prayers were translated into 
native tongues as simple songs and the inhabitants love of music 
was promoted through use of' their instruments. Biblical teach-
ings v-;ere simply portrayed 1-ri th picture symbols, and the care-
ful dispensation of trinkets and food made for rapprochement, 
1~ L ~ it .~:!Lac eoa., op. c • , p. 104 • 
2Ibid., p. l06. 
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agriculture · vras promoted in Europeen style, and the attempt was I 
made for gre~ter sedentary life.l 
The program reached such heights that in 1649 Florida was 
proposed as ready for release from the guidance of the Bishop 
of Cuba in order to become a nevl bishopric. 2 Despite a vlide-
spread small-pox plague in 1607, there had been great advance-
ment, and yet, all this was to fall. The limitations in educa-
tion caused by the mission policy "~;;ere not fundamental. The 
white culture was dispensed by t he monks in quantity sufficient 
to modif.y the native routine and promote a higher standard of 
living. There v-; ,o;,.S , , ho11ever, no colonists' or European immigra-
tion permitted to Florida in the policy of segregation. This 
enabled the natives to escape the evils of v.rhi te association, 
but they v-;ere not politically united or prepared militarily to 
meet an invasion from the horth.3 
The Northern invasion was at once political and economic. 4 
In 1670 the Yuchi Indians enroute from a disastrous clash with 
the Iroquois v;ere changing habitat, raiding Virginia on their 
vray south. They l)ecame allied v-ri th the Creek Indians and slave-
traders from the Carolina colonies, and in 1685 armed vli th guns 
saclced the Santa Catalina mission in i'lhat is nmv Georgia. The 
lAdams, op. cit., p. 8. 
2r.iacLeod, op. cit., p. 105 
3Albert B. Hart, The Colonies, p. 93. The Spanish sacked 
Port Royal in 1686. 
4crane, op. cit. p. 99. Charleston vlas the Albany of the 
South. Scene of activity: taverns and nunch-houses (Charlton's 
and Bowling Green House). Also had trading promoters of note: 
Ben Goodin, John Bee, Sam Eveleigh . - -
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Spanish, poorly defended in accordanc e ·v,ri th peaceful morik policy 
had no choice but to vi i thdrmv to the St. Augustine IvJ:ission in 
Florida.l 
The English colonies of the Carolinas and Virginia \vere at 
this time engaged in a lengthy trade-war2 in terms of Indian 
slaves and deer skins. 3 There v1ere profitable market s f or the 
in the 'Vlest Indies and Ne1·1 England, and the other in Europe. 
Carolina vras particularly desirous to deal a blow at Spanish 
Florida for providing a haven for runm·ray Negro ahd Indian 
slaves. The colony, therefore, early made an effort to p romote 
·friendship 1-ii th the Creek federation/!- and Carolina trading 
merchants sent numerous agents into the field, who cleverly pro-
vided the Creeks with a v aried assortment of goods and an in-
sufficient gun and ammunition supply ) for bargaining purposes.5 
The political aspect 1-ras cen tered in both lan.d and trade. 
The English colonies feared the threat of the French from t he 
Louisiana-IvJ:ississipp i region in both aspects, and vrere wary of 
!Spanish territorial ambitions in the south.6 The agitation in 
l MacLeod, op. cit., p. 109. Ey 1745 all Ch ristianized 
aborigii.1es of Georgia and Florida v-rere wi-o
1
ed out and Creeks from 
North took over. J. 704 Col. Moore expedi t on vias very successful 
2Ibid., p. 14 .• Sir \·im. Berl\:eley V.Jas a proprietor of · Carolina 
as vrell as Gov. of Virgin i a. (sic. ) 
3Ibid., p. 113, seqo. I ndi&n adult brought 18 -20 pounds. 
Trade '\o'ras in s l{ins not fu rs. The "South Carolina Gazette 1736 11 : 
"Ind. trade ... me ans we kee-o several nations of I nds ..... in 
amity and friendship, thereby ' pre~enting their following into 
the Interests of France and S-oain • 
4Ibid., p. 82. S. Caroli;,a and Ck . alliance at Coweta Farm. 
Tobias Fitch v:as agent to Creeks. p.l23.Sam Eveleigb. banquet for 
Creeks recorded in "Gazette" 1732. 
5Ibid., p. 116. 
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6Ibid., p. 136. The Upper and Lmver Pa t hs and other Indian 
======4i=~~~U~l~~~Ji~~~~~~l=f~~g~·r~~~~~!:l;~~~14~~g==="=o=e¥.===== 
all the colonies i'J'aS brought to a pitch by Sir l'lillia..m Keith's 
famous report in 1719 to the Board of Trade in '\'rhich he advo-
cated freedom of trade amongst the colonies and an orderly, 
united advance vlest·vrard •1 Steps ~r;ere talten in the South to 
bring about the development of an Indian policy. The clash of 
interests, intercolonial as well as trader and politicien, 2 was 
intense . George Adair proclaims boldly against the policy of 
permitting "unqualified" individuals to trade and the abuse of 
licenses. He also loudly denounces 11 meddling missionaries".3 
Trade became a gove rnment monopoly in Carolina for a period. 
The net result of the foregoing vras continual bict:ering 
amongst the English for the profits of the trade, and a militant 
advance by all concerned to get the lion's share.4 The Creeks 
and Yuchi Indians were encouraged to raid the Spanish missions 
for slaves. 5 All Inctians were subtly promoted in acquiring in-
dividuals of other tribes for sa le as slaves. The effect on the 
llbid., p . 220. ~· 
2Ibid., p. 140. "Temporary and Agrarian" Lavis of 1671-2 
attempted to restrain Indian slavery, but not enforceable. 
3Ibid., p . 130. Crane spe~~s of the invasion of Society for 
Propagation of the Gospel and it being given 'k true and exact 
account of the numb~r and n~~es of all the town s oelongin~ to 
the Cherokee Nation by the authorities . based bn traders ac-
counts. Vide., p. 142. se~~· Thomas Naih1e later burned !?-t 
stalte as trader, and Dr. · ·vvard Marston bitterly attaclted the 
Rev. Samuel Thome.s of . the S.P .G. for his denunciation of 
Yamasees who vrere allies of English versus Spanish a t times. 
4rbid • , p . 126. Leading companies S. Carolina: Govier and 
Britt, Chester and 1'liggins, McGillivray and Co. 
5vide., Almon W. Lauber, Indian Slavery in Colonial Times 
Times Within the Present Limits of the United States. p. 48. 
The Snanish ~~urch s anctioned slavery to the extent t h at the 
leading theologians declared all barbarous, infidel nations wh o 
shut their ears to the truth of Christianity were fair objects 
of rapine, captivity : and slavery. 
~:·---: ~~·)n Jniv•~,.---, i!··l · 
~~ · ·)oJ of Ed u~. ::?L~·:;r.1 
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education of the Spanish Mission Indians was catastrophic as 
their sedentary routine and schooling vms uprooted in the 1·mke 
of English raids and the necessary abandonment of native 
c1omiciles and 11 the bones of their fathers" for zones of safety. 
The attitude of the Indians in the Spanish North American 
region of Florida vras quite similar to that of the Tlascalans 
in Mexico , as noted before. Cortes and his monks had vron the 
latter tribe over as allies ver'sus the Aztecs. The Franciscans 
of Florida also won the aborigines there over to Spanish 
loyalty. 1 They treated them kindly, lived with them as brother 
shared starvation and other misfortunes , and vrhen injury and 
death threatened, they v1ere ready and steadfast. The endeavours 
of the monks to improve the living conditions "paid-off"; and 
while the Indians v;ere never to become successful in any such 
manner as labor to be utilized in the imperial economic program, 
they provided no such barriers of resistance to education, 
!civilization, and Chr istianization2 as the natives of other 
regions erected. The Spanish mission policy in Florida failed 
because of outside attack. 
lBillington, op . cit., p . 28. 
2crane, op. cit., p. 146. Nairne said:nNovr if we take not 
equal care of their Salvation as the Spaniards al1\rays have done, 
-v;hat a good fight have we been fighting to bring so many people 
from s01p.eth~n.5. of Christianity to dovmright Barbarity and 
lheathen1sm. ~a1rne was insisting continuallv of the need for 
Lmore and better qualified missionaries. '" - -
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CHAPTER IV: 
A-French. 
THE FBENCH AND T:f:-:lli: ENGLISH 
COLONIAL PERIOD 
The French Basis in the Fur Trade The French basis in In-
dian relations ¥vas seated in a policy of economic interest in 
the fur trade and a political consideration in obtaining the 
Indians as allies in conflict with the English. The fur trade 
was important to the English, but the North American frontier 
policy and French position in America was dependent on it.l The 
trading companies and Crovm were interested primarily in the 
profitable investment of maintaining the Indian \vi th products 
lor French industrial activity while he passed his energies in 
hunting.2 The traders selected \vere high in calibre, and vrere 
closely supervised. They made friends with the Indiru1s, and 
' lived amongst them as brothers, often ,marrying Indian wives. 
iiNevl France Company, in thirty-five years of government up to 
1663 was responsible for sending to North America only two 
Tne 
thousand immigrants, and most of these were for absorption in 
the trading routine.3 
The programs of extermination, removal, and conquering of 
Indian tribes were not applicable to the extension of the fur 
lMacLeod, op. cit., u. 258. The Natchez were betrayed by 
the Choctaws and practically exterminated. Tobacco and sugar 
were the French economy in the Louisiana region. 
2Ibid., p. 131. The trading company as a joint stock or-
ganization, was introduced as an Italian idea by Sebatian Cabot 
in England. The first such company was the Muscovy. The French 
wantea the beaver for their flourishing hat industry. 
3Hart, op. c·it. p. 49. Huguenots largely constituted the 
industrial clas se s of France and , .. ,ere barred from Canada by the 
Crown at instigation of religious order. 
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trade.Agreement between the colonial administration and natives, 
with the heavy distribution of gifts, continually established 
trading posts further west. The policy of peaceful penetration 
gradually enabled the French to build forts at these sites and 
to enter into alliances with the tribes, considering the latter 
as sovereign states. The Indians welcomed the French trader; 
for they desired his metal implements and h is firearms, and in 
time many of them maintained their alliances despite cheaper 
English goods.l The French investment was paying-off royally. 
The limitations on Christianization and education The fur-
trade, nevertheless, was recognized for what it was, and what 
it was doing, by several interests. Many individuals in politi-
cal circles, and at various times the Crown, frequently urged 
the need of immigration in much greater numbers if the future 
of France in America v.ras not to be eclipsed. 2 The profitable 
venture of the Indian trade, enabled the mercantile interests 
with heavy investments in North .\merica to suppress by one 
means or another any drastic change of policy. 
The missionaries, hovrever, were quick to reali ze that the 
development of the fur trade was not compatible with the ex-
tension of civilization and Christianization among the Indians.1
1
' 
The fur trade caused an upheaval in any possibility of a 
lThe progress of English agricultural settlement smmg the) 
to French allegiance. 
153. 
2J:iiacLeod, on. cit., Champlain \vas such a man of vision. 
3Nellis 1'-1. Crouse in History of the State of New· York p. 
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sedentary agricultural life for the Indian, and made him a 
roamer. His energies vTere passed in the hunt for which he re-
ceived in exchange metal products ~~d firearms and ammunition 
with at times the exposure to rum, disease, and starvation. 
The established village with plouv1ed fields, orchards, and a 
basic domestic food reserve were not possible in . the hunting 
and trapping economy. The missionaries found it difficult to 
maintain a policy of Christianization and the opportunity of 
acculturation of the Indian in the nomadic state. Favored vlith 
the Royal ear on occasion they attempted to institute measures 
to promote mission method; _ but North America 1'fas far away, and 
any legislation passed 1.,ras not effective.l 
The attempts at further immigration were strongly rebuffed 
by the trading interests as an infringement on Indian relations 
and as economic disa ster. The introduction Gf a farwing econo 
and French farmers, they maintained, would deplete the hunting 
preserves and anger the Indians. As time advanced, the Iroquoi 
neutrality became frigid and antagonistic, and the English 
poured over the Alleghenies into the Ohio Valley and the Hiss-
issippl basin; The Indians came more and more to look vii th 
favor on the French who were not seizing their land in all di-
rections .2 
1MacLeod, op. cit., p. 149. 
2Culminating in the rebellions of Pontiac and later 
Tecumseh. 
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The friendship of the Redman The French course of action 
in friendship was returned freely by the Indian.l Frenchmen 
never -vrere charged vlith a fee for land,2 and in time, numerous 
tribes swung their allegiance to them, although the die -vms 
cast and France had failed to have enough men in North America 
and neglected to control and occupy the land. The missionaries 
traders, and French settlers, such as they were, had the happy 
faculty · of getting along l'lith the native and adopting his cul-
ture as a part of their ovm. 
The conflict between the agricultural frontiersmen and the 
trader -vras absent. The type of trader vms much superior to 
most other nationalities in honesty and character>and advanced 
credit and looked after his clients.3 The hatred of the frontie 
for the redman did not become a part of the French story, and 
assimilation of Frenchmen into Indian culture became a 
commonalty through intermarriage. 
The moc"i.ified educational program I11.hibited native partici-
pation in the agricultural sedentary life had a serious effect 
on educational activities. The defection v.ras limited somev1hat 
by the nature of the missionaries, who sacrificed themselves in 
l the field to starvation, disease, hard work, and the exigencies 
lJ. P. Kinney, A Continent Lost - A Civilization lion. p. 3. 
2 Loc. cit. 
3Albert T. Volwiler, George Crogha~ and the Westward Move-
ment. p. 67. "No peonle carries on the Indian trade in so regu-
j
lar a manner as tne trench. I wish with all my hart the Govern-
ment of th"is Province -;..,rol 'd take some method to re5L:tlate the 
Indian Trade." Croghan speal\:s of French traders and their 
government. 
-- -- --
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11
1 of government as w·ell as persecutions of natives .1 The monks 
maintained a spirit of friendship and a perseverance in adapt-
ing t hemselves to native routine as well as Christian fervor 
that came to be universally recognized. 
The educational policy vms limited by the government to 
simple mission activity and no segregation.2 Basic religious 
instruction and the imparting of common French customs and 
manners were dispensed with by the various religious orders. 
The missionaries found it advantageous to go into the field, 
and no academic training was given.3 1'here '\·rere translations 
into the various native dialects of church doctrines, customs : 
and iiterature. 
Indian culture vras modified4somevihat by close association 
I and the use of firearms, farming implements somewhat, cereals 
and fruits, the sewing of the women, and the addition of French 
vrords and idioms to native tongues. The religious orders in 
one hundred years of trial found the limitations too great, and I 
unlike t heir Spanish efforts, and despite great enthusiasm, 
little was accomplished. The Jesuits5 did establish t heir 
church. The French lost their chance at survival i•rhen the 
lvide., Francis Parkman, The Jesuits in North America, for 
a vivid account of missionary activity. 
2Dissimilar to the Spanish position in Fl orida ruLd the 
Jesuit . institution in Brazil. 
3Adams, op. cit.; p. 12. 
4Adams, op. cit., p. 14. 
5The most inclusive work in the Jesuit participation is 
Reuben Gold Thwaites 73 Vols. "The Jesuit Relations and Allied 
Documents", which includes personal memoirs , journals , and stat-
church records. Edna Kenton has edited the one volUille 11 The 
Jesuit Relations 11 for less extensive purposes. 
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Iroquois refused an alliance and closed the ''Iroquois Gatevray"to 
the possibility of a separation of the English coastal unifica-
tion geographically. 1 The Indian lost his best 11nationalistic 11 
strongly Anglican-Royalist colonies, and 1"las a matter of some 
concern in Virginia ; and little significanc e in the other tvJ'O, 
1"lhile t h e inroads of '.-rh i te settlement, vice, disease, and vrar-
fare did not make too much headvmy in t he number of Indians. 
The burden of expense in t hese colonies was le.rgely borne by 
agencies abroad.2 Little missionary work was done by the estab 
lished church in early days, it being late in the field as in 
Ne1v York . 3 A score or so of such clerics eventually invaded t h e 
! 
I 
South v,r i th the establishment of 'the l a ter colonies t here, but 
either gave up in despair or died in harness.4 
The media established included the use of training in 
Engl and and colonial homes, boarding and day schools, and in-
r 
stit utes of h i gher learning .~ 
lpeter Wraxall, An Abridgment of t h e Indian Affa irs, p. 
XXXV. ( Ed .Mcilvra:in) --
2MacLeod, ou. cit., p. 173. The staple tobacco, the money 1 
crop, did not become a matter of culture until 1614 and after. 
l
A few forest products , such as pitch and sassafras, were all be-
fore t h at available for export. 
1 7vide., Frank J. Klingberg , Anglican Humanitarianism in 
11 Colonial New York, a significant, exhaustive study. 
4crane 1 op. cit., Thomas Nairne and Dr. Edward Marston severel v cr:Lticized Rev. Samuel Thomas for his lack of sympathy 
with t he Indians of Carolina. He wa s sent IDy t h e Society for ti1~ 
Propa~ation of the Gospel on urgent request of Indians and trad-11 
ers. -'Adam.s_, __ op. c_Lt. _ _. l5 _ I 
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A.i·nongst producing "all the commodities of Europe, Africa, 
and Asia, and supplye the wantes of a ll our decayed trades" and 
several other factors; the 1606 and 1609 charters of the Vir-
ginia Company emphasized the conversion of the aborigines.l 
Colonists, t herefore, who provided instruction for an Indi~~ 
boy in their domicile vrere a-v;arded ten pounds in currency. 2 A 
complaint, seemingly universal in the colonies, soon became 
co~uon in that Indian children were not being placed in train-
l ing because of parental affection and disapproval of absence 
I from the Indian habitation.3 
I 
I The Indians were willing to release land for the benefits 
of a trading post in their country, and also permit them to be-
come entrepreneurs by providing more distant tribes with the 
new wonders. In time more promising Indian lads were shipped 
overseas for education, but their failure on return to use I 
their training in the promotion of miss ionary activities brou&hi 
an objection to the policy by representatives of the company.4 
I Affairs in t he colony ,,,ere precarious during the years of 
perimentation , 1607-1612, as food \vas scarce. 
ex-
Educational efforts were promoted in England, however, as 
the bishops of the church collected funds 1·rhich lvere invested 
lsamuel E. Morison and Henry S. Com..mager , The Grovlth of the 
American Republic, Vol.I p. 39. 
2Adams . Loc. Cit. J 
3:MacLeod, op. cit. , p. 301. After massacres, alv.ray s much 
1 talk of slavery but little in Virginia. The New England ColoniJ had more. 
4vide., Leon B. Richardson, Historv of Dartmouth College, 
p. 76 , The Rev. 1iheelock has similar trouble with h is graduates 
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in the promotion of an iron 1-v-orks there, the income, a long 1·ri th 
that of a 11 certain George Ruggles" benefit, being earmarked for 
the benefit of educ ational activity in behalf of Virginian In-
dia..Yl youth. 1 
The transformation in the years immediately following 1615 
of Virginia from an unsuccessful trading post ofc1isagreeable 
discipline and general antipathy into a 11 beckoning pasture" ·for 
the common man vms evidenced, in turn, by the setting aside of 
land tracts for the establishment of an Indian College at Hen-
rico and the East India School for Indians at Charles City in 
1621.2 The Virginia Company and the East India Company bore the 
brunt of sponsorship. The school was to be an initial institu-
tion preparing for the higher education of the other.3 
Th e death of Powhatan in 1618 brought the control to his 
brother, Opechanckeno of the ChiclG3.hominies, nov.r emperor of the 
confederation. P~l schooling of the Indian came to a close for 
a period of twelve years as t he whites hunted the Natives dmm 
for starting a series of massacres. The Virginia Company be-
came insolvent from the overhead of a vmr economy and i n 1634 
the Crmm revoked its charter and assumed control. The Indians 
suffered severely a s their crops were repeatedly burned.4 
lAd.;~.ms, op. cit-., p. · 16. 
2Loc. cit. 
3Ibid., The Indians attending college lived in the surpris 
ing Brafferton Building, restored 1933 through courtesy of 
Rockefeller family. 
4Thlmi tes, op. cit. , p. 75. Sir William Berkely vias 
governor during a second uprising in 1644 and vigorously re-
pressed it. 
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The Rappahan.YloCl{: tribe revolted in 1654 but vras suppressed 
without much trouble, and two years later the Yuchi nation 
) traveling south, sacked a former village of Powhatans at the 
hea.dv;aters of the Je..mes River, routing Pa::f\\.unkeys and whites .1 
The Virginians during this period and until 1693 provided edu-
cation in homes for only children held as hostages or as slaves.2 
The repercussions of its recent wars caused Virginia in 
1656 to establish reser~ations for its legally landless Indian 
survivors. The tribes had been close to extermination, losing 
all lands to the colony by ri~~t of conquest.3 
By 1700, Indian students were being admitted to the 
college of 1'lilliam and Mary. 4 A school was built at Christ A._Ylna 
for Indian children in 1714, and v-;as located among the tribes. 
The financier vms a trading company responsible for the settle-
ment. Governor Alexander Spotswood in 1718 on the cancelation 
of privileges for the company, urgently requested the House of 
Burgesses to maintain it.5 The Indians, noi'r a mere remnant of 
former days, had no more schooling provided for them in Virgini 
as a body. 
lMacLeod, on. cit. -, p. 24 7. The Yuchi had been driven out 
of Miss. and Ohio reg ion by Iroquois. They ended up in Georgia 
region, not staying in Virginia for u~~nown reason. 
2.Adams, Loc. cit. ,In 1663 Va. granted 1200 p01.mds of to-
bacco annually for education of hostages according to individua 
capacity. 
3MacLeod, op. cit., p. 391. 
4vlilliam and l'vlary 1693, Yale 1701, Frincetovm 1746, Colum-
bia 1754 , Dartmouth 1769. 
5 Ada.m s , Lo c • cit • 
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Educational attempts in the Carolinas and Georgia v1ere 
,, subjected not only to the protracted enslaughts of Indian 1<ars, 
1' but also continual bickerings among trade and political ele-
1 
ments. The Tuscarora and Yamasee Wars negated all attempts to 
sustain a program.l 
New England educational efforts help to make amends The 
Puritan colonies of Nev.; England established a system of educa-
tion for Indians in English homes and the Eliot type of self-
ruling community. Jm Indian College_ at the University inCambridee, 
1
,· Massacr-usetts,never became of great significance. 
"'ras not :negligent as it required instruction in the 
Colonial law 
Christian 
faith be provided by those \•rho held apprentices and servants in 
their homes.2 
I Foremost in acclaim in Massachusetts has been the Reverend 
I John Eliot, an ardent advocate of the Christianization and 
I civilization of the Indian, and the chief figure in the estab-
lishment of the nine communi ties of "Praying Indians 11 • _;.fter 
1645, Massachusetts experienced a nev.; era in missionary effort 
lvide., Verner Crane, The Southern Frontier. 
2R. 0. MacFarlane, Indian .
1
Relations in Nev1 England,p. 454, 
Mass. Bay Co. Agreement 1629: "ministers vrere to instruct the 
the savages and their children vJhereby to their uttermo st to 
further t h e main end of this Plantation being by the asst. of 
Almighty God the conversion of the Savages". Ibid., l"lass. Gen. 
Ct. order 1644 that Indians assemble suitable places for in-
structions "by those . vrhose harts God shall stirr upp to gt 
'\'Torke 11 • Later the elders \>Tere asked suggestions and ministers 
appointed by county courts to visit Indians and give instruc-
tions. 
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·I ~s the Ge~er~l ~our~ enthusiastically pushed legisle,tion to 
nance ChrJ.st1an1zatJ.on of the Indian.l Eliot aided the pro-
gressive movement vii th the publication of the "Eliot Tracts 11 
recording the accomplishments of the natives. 
For sixty years Eliot held the pastorate of a Roxbury 2 
church v:hile acquiring his title of 11 apostle to the Indians 11 
en-
and becoming thereby quite itinerant. Always procuring tobacco 
for I ndians , loving children, arduously devoting self to study 
of language and making notable translations thereby; he v1as 
a well-rounded individual vlOrthy of study. He was exoeciallv 
k ~ 
v1ary of 11 lip 11 conversion of the native, contra to other denom-
inations. In t h is respect he posed the question, civilization 
1 or Christianization: and believed in the method of the former 
II first. 
/ Thus Eliot thought educa tion of Indians highl y desirable 
before conversion, and he also believed in the education of 
squaws and the teaching of medicii1e. Daniel Gookin v-Ias appoint 
ed Superintendent of the Praying Indians in Massachusetts and 
enthusiastically looked after their welfare. 3 King Philip's 1-var 
ruined Natick and most of the other communities, fourteen in 
l1~acFarlane, op. cit., p. 459. Any Ind. 11 povnfm'f ·- or per-
form out1-rard 1trorshin of their false gods be fined fiv-e pounds". 
The sanctity of Sabbath and rigid moral code of Puritans was to 
be ap~lied . to Indians. . . 
B. J ames and J. Jameson; on. cJ.t., p. 263. Joseph Dane- 1 kaert s in h i s Journal ( a Pa. German wrJ.t ing to father-in Ger-
many) tells of hearin~ Eliot preach, is i mpressed, and gets copu 
of his Bible , nov1 1n .rwlland. 
3MacLeod, on. cit., p. 2L~3. He i.<Tas much abused during war 
by the rabble for h is stand of mercy toward Praying Indians.De-
feated for reelection he later obtained his ~ost again a s Magis-
=====::::ff=t,o!ot .. oli1r01oial~i!£-£1.y~cted model community a t Martha's Vineyard, a failure I 
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all .l The loss of Naticlc was catastrophic as it had been 
greatly publicized and appreciated. Eliot died in 1690, well 
over ninty years of age . 2 
The second figure of note in Indian circles in Massachu-
setts vvas the Rev. John Sergeant, vlho failed to establish a 
project of the size of Eliot's but who labored acb:lirably in the 
frontier region of Western Massachusetts among Stockbridge and 
Mohawk Indians. The school was orig inally opened by Captain 
Ma.rtin Kellogg, just before the end of King George 1 s v:ar, at Ne·v.r-
ington, Conn. with tl..;elve boys. \fuen Mass . voted one hundred 
pounds an_nually for five years, Kellogg moved it to Stockbridge 
Massachusetts and Connecticut jointly continued in support. 
The Massachusetts General Court set aside a tract of l and three 
miles square for t h e school, and the "Commissioners for Propa-
gation of Gospel in New England and parts adjacent in America"3 
provided financial support also . Captain Kellogg died in 1754 
and the Messrs. Joseph Dwight and Joseph Kelloff succeeded h im. 
The missionaries 1vere John Sergeant and lv1r. \1oodbridge , and 
later Jonathan Edwards. The school became quite successful.4 
1Loc. cit., The war practically exterminated Indian power 
in Nevi England. 
2MacFarlane, op. cit., p. 522. Eliot was greater preacher 
than Gookin but the latter was able adm}nistrator. Eliot never 
accounted for his funds. Cotton Mather s intellect never found 
time for Indian translation . 
3r~acFarlane, op. cit., p . 438. Vide appendix C. 
4Rev. Samuel Hopkins , Historical Memoirs , an interesting 
clerica l account of fellovl v.;orker, p. 97. Sergeant gives plan 
of Ed : Eng 1 language ; divide time betvreen studv and labor; 
co-ed; boarding school. y 
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A thj rd school of more than passing note vras operated at 
Mohegan, Connecticut beginning in 1726. Gov. Talcott, acting 
in accord<: nee '\1-Ti th legislative order, had a building tvrenty-
three fee by sixteen feet erected with a grant from public 
funds. Tre Indians asked that Captain JolLD Mason be retained 
as schoolnaster. In l728,the Rev. Mr. Adams reported: 
Yesterday Captain Mason1-ro.s at my 
house vri th seven of his young Indian 
scholars, vrhen I had an opportunity to 
hear them read; . s ome were in their ~salters 
and some in their Primers. They can spell 
very prettily and some of them can read 
pretty tolerably without spelling. He 
assures the rest are very good and ex-
pects thirty this summer. 
In later 3ears the school was supported by sale of Indian lands 
contribut ons of Indians, grants from Society for Propagation 
I of Gospel and from Gonnecticut .Legislature.l · 
I The ourth school of note vms opened at Lebanon, Com'lecti-
cut in 17' 5 by the Reverend Eleazer 1iheelock , Yale gr aduate and 
Congregat onal minister. Mr . 1iheelock's idea was to remove the 
child frou native environment; l{eep him a t distance from family 
v.ri th infrE quent visits; and surround him i·!ith the influences 
of a Puri an home and church. 2 'I'he training vms to be prepara-
tion for ~ missionary career; and on graduation, the young men 
were to i'l< rk amongst their Oiffi tribe. 
\ihee ock 1 s idea was unique in t h at his school vras not go-
1 ing to be brought to the pupils; others had been and 1-rere found 
l Macl arlane. op • . cit., p~ . 500~ . 
2Leo ~ Burr Richardson, · op. cit., p. 31. 
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unsatisfa ctory. The boys vvere taught reading , vJTi ting, ari th- I 
metic, English,Greek, · and Latin. Work was d one around the I 
school by the boys, but industrial training vias not emphasized. ~ 
An adjunct of t he ~fueeloclc p~an was the domiciling of In- I 
dian girls in t h e English homes of the neighborhood where t h e y 
vvere to lea rn housekeeping and sewing , and vvere to attend 
school one day a vreek to lea rn to read and 1.rri te. It vms h oped 
tha t the girls would a lso be missionaries, influencing the boys 
from reverting to tribal v-;ays on their return to their people 
The school2enrollment fluctua ted greatly.3 Samson Occom, 
after studying in Wheeloclc' s h ome for twelve years before he 
entered Moor's Charity School, became 1~eelock's most renov-med 
Ind ian student. He accompanied the Reverend Nathaniel Whitaker 
to England and Scotland in 1766. The v-rhi te cleric met 11 opposi-
tion vvherever he went" while Occom was a likeable person having 
no antagonisms and heid in high esteem".4 Their appeal amounte& 
to the addition of twelve thousand pounds to the Scotch 
Society Is fund ( s p c K.) vlhen i'fueelock moved his achool to 
Dresden, N. H. where Dartmouth College was founded, he changed 
his policy, educating only \vhi tes for missionary viOrk because 
lAdams, op. cit., p. 19. 
2L. Richardson (History of Dartmouth College)p. 31 Rev. 
John Brainerd s;ent several boys from t he Delavvares of N.J. to 
vlheelock ' s Sch ool. They vmlked two hundred odd miles to enroll 
3Adams,. loc. cit., estimates maximum enrollment (estimated ! 
of a hundrea. and f'~fty to a little more than half that figure': 
Leon Richardson (Anlerican Indian Preacher in England) says 
"yearly attendance of fifteen to twenty Indians". 
4Leon Richa rdson (An Indian Preacher in England) p. 12. 
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1 of the failure of Indians to participate il1. the desired fashion. 
This resulted in a difference of opinion between Occom and 
\'lheeler, and after the Revolution, the former migrated to Nevr 
York v'li th remnants of Nevr Englanc1 tribes and founded a settle-
ment at Brothertovm, dying in 1792. 
W'neelock moved to Nevr Hampshirelto retain the use of the 
Scotch Society fund, based on Indian enrollment, and to obtain 
Canadian Indians, for the Six Nations were hardly likely to at-
tend after Sir Wm. Johnson's denunciation2 and the drifting a-
lpart from v1heelock of Samuel Kirkland, first white English 
I graduate of vrneelock Is School in 1760 and later graduate of 
I Princeton. 
I Sir William Johnson underwent a change of heart in respect 
I to vrneelock' s schools and theory . of Indian education. In 1765 
1 he endorsed an application from the Commissioner of Correspond-
/ 
ence of the Society in Scotland for Propagating Christian 
Knowledge respecting: 
"missionaries to be employed in the In-
dian Country. • . . . and that Ivir. itrneelocl{ 
has taken much uains vli th some Mohawk 
youths who thru~his Care and Diligence 
have made good Proficiency in their re-
ligious and other Studys from all of 
which I am of opinion tha t the proposed 
plan deserves Encouragement. 
lL. Richardson (History of Dartmouth College)p. 110. Four 
graduates the first eomrnencement; three had three · years at Yale 
2Adams, loe. cit. 
3Richardson, Ibid. p. 47. 
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After Fortt;,Stam'>TiX : 1768, i·;hen the Reverend Jacob Johnson 
of Groton, as vfueelock ' s personal messenger to Sir vlm . Johnson, 
counseled the Indians attending not to yield an inch as they 
, were being illegally deprived of land; Sir Willia~ had a change 
of heart . "He (Sir vlilliam) had a lmlf opinion of missionaries. 
They did no service. Indians were not bettered by them, but 
/ made lazier than ever etc. etc.~l 
mouth iifas a secondary factor. 
Indian education at Dart-
Native education in the middle colonies: Nevr York, Ne'\'.r Jersey, 
and Pennsylvania The Iroquois vrere well-known to be hold-
ing the balance of pmver beti!feen the English and French in the 
great struggle for the North American Continent.2 The French 
had already sent J esuits among the Six Nations 'di th some suc-
cess.3 The appeal was made to the homeland to send mission-
aries to counteract the insidious \Wrk of the French clerics. 4 
The Nevr Yorl{ Anglicans repeatedly gave warning that t h e . request 
of the Iroquois for missionaries had not been fulfilled.Several 
reasons for delay v-;ere apparent and \vere g iven: the administra-
tion of colonial affairs 1tiaS slow because of communications; 
lRichardson, Ibid., p. 75. 
2MacLeod, op. cit., p. 272. 
~Klingberg, on. cit., n. 6. The Anglican Society (SPG) 
eventually discovered as diCI. the French monlcs t hat the pro- _ 
cesses of Christianity depended as a final solution upon the 
use of the white man's lansua~es r a t h er than uuon the attempts 
of the white man to recrea~e the ideas of Christianity in nativ 
tongues and concepts. Ibid., p. 51. Letter: G. Dallius to Sec. 
JohTI Chamberlayne SPG. 
4MacLeod, op. cit., p . 274. The Iroquois i'>Tere vvined and 
dined and urged to make i'lar v-rhen no alliance vras forthcoming. 
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there vvas no secretary of Indian affairs until 1696, and the I 
program for Indians 1vas 
l ary Society until 1701. 
not constituted by the Anglican MissionJ 
There was also a great shortage of 
' qualified ministers for the type of work .1 . 
Reverend Mr . Thoroughgood Moor arrived in Albany in 1701 
but the Mohawks refused to see him. He vras lost a t sea vihile 
returning home.2 Governor Cornbury, 1707, asked the Anglicru~ 
SPG to send another "who could also teach school and mal{e the 
mission effective".3 In 1710 four Iroquois Sachems visited 
Queen ~1ne in London with Colonel Peter Schuyler .4 
The Reverend Thomas Barc lay arrived in 1709, and made 
periodic visits totbe Mohawks , greatly pleasing them.5 The Mo-
hav!ks themselves built a schoolhouse: and by 1712 many children 
had begun to learn to read. Barclay appointe~ tvro school master : 
lAdams: op. cit.: p. 21. 
2Klingberg, on.cit., P.54. Moore said 11 for 'tis from the 
behaviour of the Christian 's · here that they have . had and still . 
have their notions of Chril;ltianity, which God knows has been 
and generally ts such that I c~n't but thtru{ has mady the Indta-
hate Chr1stian1ty •.... the sell1ng of rum lS a suffic1ent ~ar.1f 
there 1vere no other, against thelr embracing Christianity • , 
3Ibid •. p. 56. 
4F. W. Rilles, The Literary Career of Sir Joshua Reynolds, 
p. 2 1 3 . Admired and eyed Cherokee braves who visited London in 
July, 1762. 
5Adams, loc. cit., By 1700 catechizing schools were being 
orgm-iized. Elias Neau in 1704 operated such for Negro a,nd In-
dian children. Reading, writing, and ari thmetic v!ere also 
taught. In 1715 Indian students in homes were disappearing , 
it continued for a long period, the Government ordering all 
Indian ch ildren held be returned to parents in 1750. 
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·one Cornelius a Sacheme at the lower 
and one Daniel att the upper to~~. The 
former is very faithful and Diligent 
and vastly Successful, and so is the 
latter. The society will be pleased 
to observe, that there are two hunting 
seasons, when the Indi~~s take all 
their Families with t hem , at these 
times the School Master 's have leave 
to go a hunting and are -Commonly t1vo 
months out at a time.l 
The Ft. Hunter mission and school was forced to close in 
1719 because tribes took to hunting lvi th families. Reopened in 
1735, it was ru1 Anglican mission for forty -five more ye a rs.2 
The t1vo most prominent men in the Ne-v; Yorlc Anglican 
missionary field were Sir William Johnson and the Reverend 
Samuel Kir kland. The former, agent for the Iroquois,3 had 
married into Mohavrlcs, and had supplied tribes of Six Nations 
with farming implements and a knowledge of the husbandry. He 
possessed much land in 'Ttl estern and Central Ne'.'r York and 1·ms a 
very successful trader, having Croghan as his deputy and aide. 
The Reverend Kirkland , vlheeler graduate , '.'las the product 
of the Calvinist school, and became a noted hand among the 
Oneidas for fort y years. After serving as a chaplain, he built 
an academy that evolved into Hamil ton College. The -v.rork of 
both of these men vias significant; but while the League as a 
lKlingber g, ou. cit., p. 76. 
2Adams, loc. cit. 
3Billington, op. cit. , p. 121. Sir 1"lilliam b ecame the 
mos t successful of Indian agents and grea tly i mproved on the 
locally elected Albany magistrates who had nreviously conducted 
relations i'Ti th Iroquois Confederation. Johbsonl. lil{e Croghan , 
Weises , and others, knew the v a lue of gifts to ~he Indians, judiciously and timely, best of all • . 
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lwhole refused to antagonize the French, it was the Mohawks unde 
persuasion of Sir William who became notably pro-English.l 
In Nevr Jersey, the Scotch Society financed the Brainerd 
Brothers amongst t h e Dela1trares. Jonathan Edwards has edited 
J the diary of David, '\'ll"ho vias a pronounced , introverted Calvinist. 
1<1as made in tvro years! ~<lith an eighty acre tract half-planted 
v-r i t h corn. In ~<mrking schools, boys were taught husbandry and 
girls to spin and knit. In 1753 white settlement pressure 
forced the Dela~<mres to move to Pennsylvania i'll"here they built a 
. ,, community v-ri th mills, d1-vellings, and meeting houses. 
J The story of the Hormri ans in Pennsylvania and in Indiana 
and Georgia is tragic and too little known . Forced out of 
Georgia because of pacific inclinations of the typical German 
sect by a Spanish-English war in the early Eighteenth Century, 
heroic Hissionary Brethren , the Unitas Fratrum established 
1 model communi ties among the Delavmres and Pennsylvania Indians. 
I The British Gover:D_ment sanctioned their vow not to b ear arms . 
i They and their converts often bore the brunt of aggressive 
I lLoc. c;t. 
I 
I, 
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action from contending sides. The Canadian government furn-
ished them a haven at Fairfield_ , Lmr.;er Canada, for their con-
verts. They did viOrl-\: in the South among the Cherokee s also .1 
Limitations of English Colonial I ndian education The con-
tinual uprisings against white encroachment -yras one of the 
factors to limit Indian civilization. The v-rh i tes quickly used 
the policy of ''divide and conquer", and Indians lands were 
forfeited and Indians lives lost. The United Colonies of 
New Ensl and decimated the Pequots , Narragansett s and other 
Nevv England coastal tribes in internecine warfare 1637 and 
1675. Virginia broke the Indian pm,rer there in 1622, 16L~4, 
and placed them on a reservation in 1656. In 1675 Virginia 
routed the Susquehanna. I n all t hese the Indian lost his 
lands by forfeit and his life in combat and the starvation and 
disease which the aftermath brought from burned corn and food 
fields and supplies and non-immunity to smallpox, measles , 
tuberculosis , and the social diseases. The 1-vhi tes reaped the 
benefit of empire , and t he natives paid the price. 
The fur trade 'i>J"as a second means of limiting Indian educa-
tion. Promoting the full time enere;ies of the native in a 
hunting economy, prevented his preoccupation with the routine 
lvide. Edmund de Sch"iveini tz. The Life and Times of David 
Zeisberger : Western Pioneer and Apostle of the Indians for the 
remarkable story of the Brethren in Pennsylvania and I ndiana . 
Also the Rev. Doddridge Notes on the Settlements and Indian 
\'Tars . 
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of sedentary life and the modification of his culture in terms 
of white civilization. 
It required him often to m~~e his family . a nomadic unit, 
preventing any type of educational exposure to have a l a sting 
eff ect. 
The Indians themselves erected a barrier against their 
civilization by refusing to accept the modification of their 
culture, by engaging in continual 'l.·rarfare, and by refusing the 
missionary embassies in sincere fashion. iVhen their mode of 
life was threatened, they moved and went to band further west 
where they could find a virgin envirOTh~ent to their liking . 
Centralizing administration in colonial circles, t he in-
o.ifference of govern.rne:nt' the hatred of frontiersmen' the 
inability of the clergy to comprehend the nature of t he In-
dian, and interdenomination struggles all had an averse ef-
fect in promoting the civilization and Christianization of 
the Indian. 
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CP~ER V: 
The revolution 
FEDERAL GOVE~~iliNT RELATIONS 
UP TO F.EivJ:OV AL 
The temporary government of the United Colon-
I ies began to aid Indian education soon after the colonists 
plunged into vrarfare. The practice of the vvhi tes for years was 
once again put into operation , and a convass of the tribes vias 
made for support against Great Britain. The Conz res s appropri-
ated special funds to place missionaries and schoolteachers 
I 
amongst the tribes to act as confidential and diplomatic a gents. 1 
The Southern tribes under the s1·ray of .Anglican and Royal-
interests vrere designated as a lost cause area and no clerg 
or teachers 1.,rere sent to them. The Continental Congress engage 
a minister and a bla clcsmi th for the Delal'rare Indians in 1776 
1
through the offices of the Indian Commissioners. The Ordinance 
I 
lof 1787 made no reference to tribal educat ion in its provisions 
for governing territory in the Ohio River northwest area.2 
Pea ce i·ias promoted in Indian circles through an appropri-
ation by t he Continental Congress for the support of Indian 
students at Dartmouth College and Princeton University , t hen 
the College of Ne~tr Jersey. Five hundred dollars was a1:mrded to 
the former head of ~1o or' s Chari ty School, nm-1 the founder and 
I head of Dartmouth College in Nevr Hampshire. 3 He received t h is 
amount gl adly for I ndian education and r e que sted more . Re-
quests of Wheelock in 1778 -v..-ere reviev;ed by the Boarc1 of \'lar, 
and in 1780 it gave approval to a grant of five thousand 
lAdams, op. cit., p. 30 
2Ibid., p. 31 seqq. 
3- . t Loc. Cl •• seq~ 
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dollars. George M. ifui te Eyes, Jobn and Thomas Kill buck re-
ceived congressional aid in 1781 to attend the College of New 
Jersey. 
The efforts of clerics and schoolteachers vrere successful 
amongst some tribes in winning support. Samson Occom of Brothel-
1 tovm, N. Y., Jacob Fowler, Joseph Johnson, Jobn Br2.inerd , and 
Samuel Kirkland were able to negotiate with effect.l 
The Stockbridge, Oneida, and Tuscarora Indians performed 
loyally in the colonial cause and )'!ere rel'l}'arded in 1794 vri th a 
favorable treaty. The tribe of Sir \iilliam Jolmson' s gala days, 
the Moha\vks, retained their Royal inclinations. The ·use of 
congressional funds for Indian education Has notei'rorthy. 2 
The Indians receive educational funds The Delmvares, The 
Five Civilized Tribes, The Six Nations , and the North ~'lest 
Territory Illinois tribes came under the guidance of the govern1 
ment of the United States.3 The Atlantic seaboard had long. sincd 
been made quite destitute of redman , but v1est of the Mississipp~ J 
1-ras still Indian Country. 
The organization to receive the control of Indian affairs 
was the Department of i'lar. 4 The Gommi ttee of 1775 \'las replaced 
by the Secretary of \'far. The field districts of 1786 vrere re-
tained: the Southern including the tribes south of the Ohio and 
the Northern to include all tribes \vest of the i'looded beautiful 
lLoc. cit., seqq. 
2Loc. cit. 
3Frederic L. Paxson, History of American Frontier , p. 162. 
4Robert E. Riegel, Young America, p. 59. 
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Hudson.l Missionaries retained the exclusive supervision of 
native education until the President appointed resident a gents 
in 1793 to administer small practical educa tional projects suo-
l s idi zed by the e;overn..rnent. 
Vocational Policy The policy of the government vras to pro-
mote friendly rela tions vli th the Ino.ians by rais ing their 
standard of living through practical training . Secretary: ~~oxadvo~ 
c ated military control as a matter of reality, but not neces-
sarily. He projected the position of Indian economy as game 
destroyed by 11hi te settlement advance. He advocated free 
livestock vri th like tea ch ing, and missionaries to promote peace 
b e present.2 
Pra ctical Government aid The U. S • . Government in 1792-1793 
prepared to aid the Indian with concerted action ba sed on 
!congressional appropriat ions, executive order, and treaty stip-
ulation. Cloth ing,domest ic animals , and farming implements 
1
11ere authorized -five-hundred dollars yearly, including also 
employment among Six Nations of useful artisans. By 1802 an 
appropri at ion of fifteen thousand dollars had been in operat ion 
for more than five years. 
lWalter H. Mohr, Federal Indiru~ Relations, p. 106. All 
councils. treaties , and communica tions vli th the Indians vlere to 
be held ~t outposts occupied in said district by U.S. Gong. ap-
pointed Supt. for two years as nearby resident. , Two trade den-
uties ~>rere to aid North-Supt. The cnannel of CoiP""llunica tion i'Ta~ .. 
via Sec. of l'iar. Trading lJ..censes vrere required. The first Sup1. 
the North "\vas Richard Butter; the South, James ~fnite. 
2saxe Coillillins, ed. Basic \'iri tinWs of G·eo. vfashington, ( FourtJ:: 
annual Address to Congress) p.593. To enable, by competent re- I 
wards , the employment of qualified and trusty persons to reside 
among them, as agents, would also contribute to the preserva-
tion of peace and good neighborhood.'' 
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Specifications of Treaties The stipulations of treaties 1-ver 
varied vri th the tribe: annuities of specified date or yearly , 
clothing and rations, farming implements and domestic animals, 
and instruction in agric-t.J.l ture an.d other educational oppor-
tunities. Missionaries received denominational aid and a 
subsidy from the g overrunent including their housing and some 
land. The Govern.rnent provided practical training i-vhile the 
mission school like1-rise helped.l 
Indian response to gover~ment educational efforts-Senecas ask 
to be taugl1.t mill, farmpovrers In 1794 occured the Oneida, 
Tuscarora, Stockbridge treaty to operate gristmills. Southern 
tribes 1·;ere 11t first indifferent to schools , except as conducte 
by themselves but l ater asked missionary help especially. 
Creeks and Cherokees accepted farm implements. In 1801 the 
Creeks got tvro smiths, a spinning teacher , and a loom-maker . 2 
Educational Revenue Tvro so1..1.rces of revenue vrere established. 
the Civili zation Funo. of 1819 and treaty annui.ties for educa-
1 
tion only in 1820. The former was a yearly fund ,to educa te 
I 
frontier tribes , and amounted to ten thousand dollars and made 
provisions for instr~ctions in agriculture for teachers and 
children. The missionaries were to continue a cademic and prac-
tical training . All persons 1-'rere to support schools 2.nd placat 
tribes. In 1820 Secretary of \•Tar Calhoun's proposal i'fas ac-
lAdams, lac. cit •. segg. 
0 
'-Abel, o·o. cit., p. 243. The follm·ring year .Jefferson and 
Georgia made the famous compa ct of land for the extinguishing 
of the Georgia Indian titles. 
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cepted for cash annuities designa ted for education provided in 
trea ties.l 
American I~1issionary Board: Interdenominational United 
Congregational, Presbyterian, and Dutch Reform Churches Qoved 
into the field of Indian v.relfare. Reverend Cyrus Kingsbury 
proposed the first system of boarding and day schools. Chcctat-v 
schools in 1 82 0 got seventeen thousand dollar appropriation 
v;i th six thousand dollars maintenance and included four board-
ing and thirty two day schools. Approximately t"''ro thirds of 
schools were to be located east of the Mississippi River. 
Report surveys President Monroe in 1823 commissioned Jede -
diah 1--'lorse to make a personal field investigation for purposes 
of moving Indians west of the Mississippi River.2 The Morse 
School distribution vras recorded: Southern Indians, ten: a 
number of Neiv York, Indiana, Ohio; and the Cornwall, Connecti-
cut, Foreign Mission School, a total enrollment of about one 
thousand. Morse estima ted the Indian population at three 
hundred and fifty t h ousand with one-fifth between Appalachian 
lAdams, loc. cit., se~ 
2~~ie Heloise Abel, The History of Events resulting in In 
dian Consolidation ':Test of the Mississippi River, p. 372 Choc-
tavr Chief Folsom in Council, 1829: We have ,no expectation •... 
if we should remove ....... any tre aties made secure greater 
benefits to us than than those already have ..... The Red people 
are of the opinion that, in a few years the Auericans v-rill also 
i'lish to possess the land \!fest of the !v1ississippi ... .. . move .•.. 
remove, .... here is our home • • . . our hearts clea- e to our ovrn 
country ••... we have no v-rish to sell". 
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Mountains and Mississippi River .l Schools and :r1.ills · made the 
Nel'r Yorl\: Indians progressive. The g rov..rth in Southern schools 
was indicative of success after removal. 
The appearance of Federal Indian Policy Federal Indian 
Policy was beginn ing to crystalize in organized missionary vmrlr 
and increased governiTient a l subsidy. Federal aid \vas to be 
g iven to schools on the frontier which were conducted by 
missionaries. Compulsory instru.ction v..ras required in the in-
dustrial arts and academic subjects. Gover:l'lluent supervision 
and fair pro-rata2 distribution of funds were based on ar~~ual 
reports. 
1 Adams, loc. cit., seqq. 
2 Loc. cit., seq~ 
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CONCLUSION 
The acculturation of the Eastern American Indian did not 
taJce place up to the earlier years of the Ninete.enth Century. 
Exposed to the education, (Civilization-Christianization) of 
the 1>rhi te ms.n, he preserved his culture as a body by migra-
tion or removal to the lands beyond the frontier . 
The factors of land, trade, missionary, and the Indian 
himself inhibited Indian education in one way or another. 
1li thdrall{al from an area and exterJ.Tiina tion from disease or 
vrarfare was a continual theme. 
Here and there v.ras a polished j ev.;el such as Occo:m, Sequoia, 
m'ld Brand t.l1.1ore often there vras the gleam of a Powhatan, Hassa-
soit, Pontiac, or Tecumseh~ · Over all shone the countena nce 
of the missionary lil{e the One lvnom he serves! 
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APPE1'TI IX A 
The Iroquois Family 
Northern Tribes 
Six Nations 
Independents 
South 
Cayuga 
Moha\'Vk 
Oneida 
Onondaga 
Seneca 
Tuscarora 
Erie 
Huron ( \'/yandot) 
Neutral s 
Susquehanna (Cones~oga) 
Cherokee 
_j viiia 
( Clarl.: vlissler: Indians of the U. S.) 
1. NORTtlliAST I NDIANS: 
APPENDIX B 
~Ucmac 
Etchimin 
Abnaki 
2. PEI~TACOOK CONFEDERACY: 
Agm·ran ( Ips't·rich) 
Nash in 
Souhegan 
Amoskeag 
Penna cook 
vlin:rJ.eue sauki 
i:Tachuset 
Squans cot 
Coo sue 
W'irl.c"'Te c mvet 
Piscataqua 
Nevichovmnoc 
3. NEvl ENGLA}..TD I :Nl)IANS: 
Pequot 
Nairoz 
Pokanol{et 
Massachusetts 
Nantucket 
Nipmuc 
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APPENDIX C 
There were six distinct corporations in the missionary 
field: 
a. 1649 creation of Co~nons: Pres. and Soc. for 
Propagation of Gospel in Nei·l England. Ends 1661. 
b. The Cormnissioners for Propagation of Gospel 
in Ne1.,- England and Parts Adjacent in America , 1662. 
Transferred v;ork to Canada 1779. (Sargeant). 
c . . The Society for Promotion of Christian 
Knowledge 1698 . Little missionary work among Indians. 
d. The Society for Propagat ion of Gospel in 
Foreign uarts 1701. Sectarian Society Church of Eng. 
(Oneidas). 
e. The Society in Scotland for Pronagation 
Christian Knowledge 1709. (Scotch Society)Board of 
Commissioners in Boston, Agents N.Y. & N.J. (Brainerds). · 
f. The Society for Propagation the Gospel among 
Ind i ru1s and others in North .~erica . Incorporated 
Mass. 1787. (American Report 1855). 
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CHEROKEE ALPHABET. 
Charact ers as Arranged by The Inventor. 
R D W h- G ~ ~ 'f'.ll ~ y ~ ];, p h M cr of L' 
'!1- w B ~ ~ oC n r A J -¥ 4 .,. G '(f' .::J fi X z ~ 
~ R lt 6 .1 .,.. .., E t9 T ()4 .J J.., r J H "'V"' <J D G 
c;- , 
.l c s A G ; ()-'U ~ r T r ,. Jl /.J ~ (L ~ .. 
L ~ .. .;) h Of f; 
Charac t ers Systematically Arranged Vii th The Sounds . 
J) a R. e 7 1 tho O' u i v 
.. ga ka .,.... ge y gi A go J gu E gv 
o-1- ha i he ~ hi Jo h o r hu ~hv 
w l a & le p l i G lo .M lu ~Jlv 
;a" ma Ol me JJ mi ~ mo .v mu 
e na t~ hna G nah .n ne h ni z no q nu o--nv 
':t qua :J que 'lP qui ~~ quo J> quu &quv 
cf;;S V sa 
.f se J:, si -J· s o ~ su 'R sv 
, da W ta ~ de te .A di .1 tih 1\ do s du ~ dv 
,.\ dla J; tla L tle 6 tli c;t t l o ~ t lu P tlv 
G tsa ., tse lt tsi H tso J tsu c;;-tsv 
c. wa JJ we e wi ~ \vO p wu ~ 'h'V 
c:oa ya l} ye -A> yi 11 yo cr- yu :s yv 
Sounds Represented by Vowels. 
a as a in f ather, or short as a i n rival . 
e as a in hate , or short as e i n met, 
i as i in pique , or short as i i n pit , 
0 as aw i n l aw, or short as o in not , 
u as oo in f ool, or short as u in pull , 
v as u in but nasalized . 
Consonant Sounds . 
g nearly as i n Engli sh, but approachi ng to k . d nea r l y as 
in English , but approaching to t . h, k, 1, m, n, q , s, t , w, y, 
a s in English. 
Syllables beginning with g, except v , have somet i mes t he 
power of k ; A, s , f?, are sometimes sounded to , tu , tv; and 
syl l ables written with t l , except .£ , sometimes vary to dl. 
(Marian Starkey: The Cherokee Nation) 
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